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2023: Amaechi
Bows Out Today
Says I’ll pursue presidential ambition in earnest
Blames Kaduna train attack on non-approval of surveillance contract
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NSCDC Inaugurates Special Female Squad Against Kidnapping
BY RICHARD AKINTADE, OSOGBO

Osun State Command of the
Nigeria Security and Civil
Defence Corps, NSCDC, has
demonstrated its readiness to
rid the state of kidnapping of
children and teachers for ransom,

as it inaugurates the Special
Female Squad, SFS, in the state.
Delivering the Commandant
General’s speech at the
inauguration,
the
zonal
commander in charge of Zone
J, Assistant commandant
Adeyinka Fasiu said Nigeria is

currently facing unprecedented
security challenges and unique
problems that demand unique
solutions, hence the need to
establish the Special Female
Squad.
Fasiu charged personnel
to observe the rules of

engagement and show a high
level of professionalism while
discharging their duties.
“You have been well trained,
so be assured that you will also
be well-equipped to enable
you discharge your duties
effectively, you should be aware

of the fact all eyes would be on
you, because to whom much is
given much is expected.
“You are assured of continued
support of the Commandant
General and my humble self,”
he said.
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Bandits Kill
Villagers,
Declare NoFarming In
Zamfara
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Rivers State
Deputy
Governor, Mrs
Ipalibo HarryBanigo, being
presented with
a copy of an
address by the
Acting ViceChancellor,
Ignatius Ajuru
University of
Education, IAUE,
Prof. Okechuku
Onuchuku,
during the
39th/ 40th
Convocation
Ceremony of
the Institution
in Port Harcourt
on Saturday.
PHOTO: NAN
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Yobe Rep
Dumps APC For
NNPP, Assures
Of Victory
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Vice President Yemi Osinbajo (R ) with the Secretary General, Organization of African Caribbean and Pacific States, Mr George Rebeles-Chikoti, during a visit to the Presidential Villa in Abuja
on Friday. PHOTO: SUMAILA IBRAHIM/JMH/NAN

ECOWAS Court Proffers Strategies
To Strengthen Integration
ECOWAS Court of Justice
has recommended viable
solutions that should be
adopted by Member States
to strengthen the regional
integration
agenda
of
ECOWAS.
The ECOWAS Court outlined
the recommendations in
a communique on Sunday
following its week-long
international
Conference
in Praia, Cape Verde, aimed
at strengthening regional
integration
through
an
effective judicial system.
The
recommendations
followed
successful
deliberation by no fewer
than
250
participants
which included Judges from
Member States, experts,
academia, amongst others.
Participants
made
recommendations across all
scopes of ECOWAS mandates
geared at strengthening
the West Africa integration
agenda.
The communique noted
that every state was guided
by laws enshrined in the
constitution and must ensure
that those laws were obeyed

and implemented, hence the
importance of the role of the
ECOWAS Court.
“It is recommended that
the supranational features
of ECOWAS should be
strengthened by enhancing
the powers of the Commission
and granting the Court the
jurisdiction to hear cases filed
by individuals in respect of
ECOWAS laws.
“Deadlines are hardly met
by ECOWAS, thus making
the integration process and
expectations cumbersome.
“It is recommended that a
monitoring and evaluation
mechanism be put in place
to continuously appraise the
preparedness of each Member
State towards targets set.
“(It is) with a view to
assisting those not committed
or making good progress to
meet the targets.
“It is recommended that
ECOWAS should put a system
in place to monitor the
implementation by Member
States of Community laws
and to strengthen regulatory
functions and commonality.
”(It is) in order to

achieve a higher degree of
supranationalism necessary
for integration.
“Member
States
and
ECOWAS should endeavour
to give ECOWAS citizens
an opportunity to play a
greater role in the integration
process.
“This should be by taking
steps to ensure political
stability and the creation of
an enabling legal environment
for the implementation
of economic integration
policies.”
On investments, it urged
Member
States,
host
communities and investors to
explore the dispute resolution
mechanism of the ECOWAS
Court in compliance with the
ECOWAS Investment Code.
This it noted would enhance
foreign direct investment in
the Community.
“Member States should
ensure
the
smooth
implementation
of
the
ECOWAS
Investment
Policy and Codes as a single
economic legal framework
for promotion, facilitation,
protection and sustainable

cross border investment.”
On judicial system, it
admonished Member States
and the ECOWAS Commission
to take steps to harmonise the
legal and judicial systems of
the Community.
This, it explained, would
be in accordance with
the Revised Treaty and
promote synergy between
the ECOWAS Court and the
national courts.
“There should be frequent
judicial dialogue between
judges of the ECOWAS Court
and the municipal judges
of Member States,” they
recommended.
It also recommended that
ECOWAS Commission “take
necessary steps to trigger
the sanctions mechanism
in relation to Member
States that fail to fulfil their
Community obligations.”
The conference urged
Member States to establish
a peer review mechanism
such as the African Union
peer review mechanism,
to monitor compliance of
Member States with their
Community obligations.

3,400 Yobe
Workers Sit For
Promotion Exams
FROM HASSAN JIRGI, DAMATURU

Yobe State Acting Head of Service,
HoS, Alhaji Garba Bilal, has said,
3,400 civil servants wrote 2022
promotion examination in the state.
Bilal made this known in
Damaturu on Saturday while
supervising the conduct of the
examination held at Government
Girls College, Damaturu.
He said the examination is for
all civil servants that are due for
promotion, pointing out that civil
servants on grade levels 7 to 9,10 to
13 and 15 to 16 were invited for the
examination.
The HoS revealed that the purpose
of the examination was also to
enhance productivity and efficiency
in the service as well as to acquaint
civil servants with government
policies and programmes.
“We are doing everything possible
to revive the civil service and one of
the areas we are going to do this is
to ensure that there is training and
retraining of the civil servants,one
you trained them definitely they
would be able to give their best,” he
said.
He appreciated Governor Mai
Mala-Buni for creating the enable
environment for this year’s exams
to take place at Damaturu, Potiskum
and Gashua.
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VISION STATEMENT

To operate a world class print media
organisation collocated with
positive journalistic ethics and
practices at its peak to our beloved
readers in Nigeria.

MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to create hard-breaking national
and international news, as it unfolds. We deliver
unparalleled perspectives across multiple
categories including politics, health, entertainment,
education, classy, judiciary, parliament, foreign
affairs, business, sports and more.

With Parties’ Primaries Ahead…
Against the backdrop that political party primary
elections are a crucial point in a country’s
democratic circle, not a few Nigerians are
determined to see the leadership gap which
has been noted by most analysts as the bane of
underdevelopment in Nigeria, be corrected in the
forthcoming round of general elections in 2023.
Many are of the view that the new Electoral
Act 2022 would go a long way in ensuring
the country’s elections are more credible and
transparent, as well as inspire voters’ confidence
which has dwindled over the years due to a series
of malpractices characterising past elections.
The electronic transmission of election results
has been hailed as the most significant gain in
the new electoral act, adding that it will greatly
reduce the incidences of electoral malpractice.
The increasing decline in voters’ participation in
the preceding elections is because voters believe
that votes do not count and the choices on the
ballot even at the point of the parties’ platform
bearers, do not inspire general confidence as
very often, the winners of primary elections are
foisted on the parties by their leaders.
With clauses that the INEC would now have
access to money for the preparation of elections
early, to early commencement of primary
elections by political parties and the electronic
transmission of results, there is an assurance that
we are a step towards achieving more credible
elections in the country.
We enjoin political parties to ensure they
conduct credible primary elections in choosing
quality and popular candidates for the upcoming
polls as history of such processes is replete with
allegations of turning it into a bazaar of sort,
where money-bags often hijack the process by
monetising it through bribing delegates with

humongous sums of dollars, thereby rendering
the primaries ineffective and incredible in
selecting the most popular aspirants who may
not be so financially endowed.
Previously, the Independent National Electoral
Commission, INEC, had noted that political
party primaries in the country would continue
to lack credibility due to the absence of a reliable
membership register.
Lamenting the acrimony that has trailed the
various party primaries ahead of the then 2019
general elections and how the commission is
bogged down by hundreds of court cases in which
it is joined as a defendant, a senior director in the
commission said without a credible membership
register, the parties cannot have internal
democracy.
“The question to ask is do you have a register
of members? Can we single out people and ask
them for their membership registration? If you
do not have a register, you cannot have internal
democracy but we can help them to provide a
simple platform to register members.
“This is the first major thing they should do and
after that, they can use technology to campaign.
From the last general elections in 2019, the
problems are already out and I do believe that for
2023, INEC and parties have to work together to
eliminate these challenges”, he said.
The Commission had disclosed how it was
joined in 396 pending actions in various courts
across the country arising from the conduct of
party primaries and nomination of candidates by
political parties.
Similarly, it had received 302 requests for
Certified True Copies, CTC, of documents,
“mainly our monitoring reports of party primaries
and copies of personal particulars of candidates.
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These requests are obviously a prelude to more
court actions. In addition, we have also received
52 petitions and protests from aggrieved party
aspirants”, INEC stated.
The above stated challenges arising from faulty
primaries could be avoided if the various parties
stuck to the rules guiding the internal processes
of conducting primaries in their parties.
The onus of choosing a credible, acceptable and
accessible candidate becomes very critical, as any
mistake in this regard is capable of making the
parties produce the wrong candidate.
If a free and fair primary election is held and
an acceptable candidate emerges, pre and postelection litigations will not Arise.
We plead with the delegates to see this task
of electing the flag-bearers for their parties
as a responsibility that must be carried out
satisfactorily without bias. They should ultimately
vote according to their conscience.
Politicians must put behind selfish and
parochial interest in the public good.
President Mohammadu Buhari has reiterated
his resolve to deliver credible elections, as the
father of the country and leader of the ruling
party he is expected to walk the talk by ensuring
that the credibility of the election begins from
the point of choosing his party’s candidate, so as
to set a standard for other parties to emulate.
AljazirahNigeria welcomes a unified attitude
from all parties and stakeholders to ensure a
smooth process leading to the general election
come 2023 especially as they may wish to exploit
the provision for consensus candidacy.
Most importantly, national interest must
supersede parochial and partisan concerns while
the INEC ensures strict compliance with the
extant regulations guiding the processes.
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“Most youths always believe
travelling abroad is guaranteed
success in life.
“Nigeria youths are becoming
too desperate to travel abroad in
search of greener pastures. Most
of them do not have ordinary
primary school certificates to
show.
“Ensure you pursue your
certificate programme in Nigeria
before dreaming of travelling
abroad.”
– Proprietor of Unique Nursery
and Primary School, Ilorin, Mr
Dele Adeoye
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LETTER TO EDITOR:
Why Jonathan Should Not Contest
By John Madaki

2023 And Nigerian Youths
BY EZE ONYEKPERE

The continuous pressure on the
former president Jonathan to
contest for the 2023 presidential
election on the platform of the All
Progressive Congress, and the interest
of those urging him on, I came to the
conclusions that they want to use
him for selfish interest and damage
his hard earned name and cause
disaffection between the East and
South South, so i think he should
discard the enemies idea
Recall that the former president had
said he is yet to decide whether or not
to yield to pressure from different
groups urging him to contest the
2023 presidential election. He said
this on Friday April 22, in Abuja
when his committee of friends and
some youths from across the country
visited him at his Foundation Office in
Maitama, Abuja. His words: “Yes, you
are calling me to come and declare for
the 2023 presidency, yes I can’t tell you
I am declaring, the political process is
ongoing, just watch out.”
Without any iota of sentiment,
these people are only out to rubbish
GEJ and his growing world image. It
is going to be a colossal mistake for
him to fall for this trick. The truth is,
even if he decides to honour the call
to contest in 2023, he will lose the
election.
From all indications, he seems to
belong to no political party because he
is one leg in the PDP and romancing
the APC with the other leg. Let’s
even assume he belongs to the PDP,
he cannot win the party’s ticket and
neither does that of the APC which is
a merger of many political parties with
standing agreement of power rotation.
John writes from Kaduna

PHOTO
OF THE
DAY

“

Members of International ECOWAS
Market Apongbon Lagos protest
over alleged harassment at the State
House of Assembly, recently.
Photo: NAN
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We have former governors aspiring
for the presidency. But their records
in the states they led show a very poor
performance. Workers and pensioners
were owed salaries and pensions. Monies
were borrowed for consumption and the
proceeds were not accounted for. And
the same set of failures wants to be given
the opportunity to replicate the failure
at the federal level. Evidently, the youth
will suffer most if they are allowed to
perpetuate their failure.
The age of youth is the age of new
ideas and ideals. It is the age of vision,
of courage and daring to be different,
of renewal and rebirth. It is the age
of dreams of progress, development,
saying no to stagnation and refusing to
be bonded to the old things that directly
keep the youth in bondage.
As the 2023 election draws near, there
is the need to remind the Nigerian youth
of the need to secure their future, their
destiny and their place in the community
of the world youth. The central message
is for the youth to reject any set of
aspirants and candidates that have clearly
demonstrated contempt, disgust and lack
of interest in the future and present-day
circumstances of our youth.
I am writing because I lost my youth
to the most rapacious and irresponsible
set of leadership ever witnessed on
the African continent. A leadership
that threw away all opportunities and
snatched defeat from the jaws of victory
while expecting us to call them patriots,
founding fathers and nationalists. I was in
primary school when Olusegun Obasanjo
became head of state and my first year
in university when Muhammadu Buhari
became head of state. I graduated and
eleven years after I was called to the
Nigerian Bar, Obasanjo was recalled by the
powers and those who believe they own
Nigeria to become a civilian president.

In 2015, twenty-seven years after my
call to the Bar, retired Major General
Muhammadu Buhari came back and he
is still there right now. Atiku Abubakar
contested the presidential primaries with
Moshood Abiola thirty years ago in the
Social Democratic Party and he is still
aspiring to be president. Nigeria cannot
afford to dredge up anyone in the mold of
these persons again to serve as president.
It is imperative to recall that most of
the front runners in the presidential race
in the two major political parties: Peoples
Democratic Party and All Progressives
Congress have nothing to do or associate
themselves with the youth. They do not
understand or appreciate the needs of the
youth and they are not making any efforts
to reconcile their agenda with the agenda
of the youth. One of the candidates in
his seventies had the temerity to tell
Nigerian youth that their opportunity
for leadership will come after he has
enjoyed two terms in the presidency. For
him, being the president of Nigeria is a life
ambition. All I see in these old men is an
obsession with power without a proper
understanding of what to do with power
to meet the fundamental objective of
government, being the security and
welfare of the people.
The youths were in the vanguard of
the #EndSARS movement, a movement
meant to protect the sanctity of life and
human dignity. The incumbent federal
regime unleashed its dogs of war on
the youth, killing and maiming a good
number. A movement that was meant
to protect human dignity was met
with a murderous disposition. To make
matters worse, the government was in
denial, insisting on locutions deliberately
antithetical to verities apprehended by the
intellect. The government even proceeded
to persecute some youths, freezing their
bank accounts and seizing their Nigerian
passports in denial of the fundamental
right to freedom of movement. All the

promises made to reform the police and
security agencies have been left on the
shelves and Lai Mohammed, the Minister
of Information continues his trademark
of distorting the truth on the #EndSARS
movement. Nigerian youths, how do you
plead, and how do you support aspirants
that were part of a regime that killed your
colleagues and refused to apologies?
The same Federal Government failed,
refused and neglected to implement
agreements entered with the Academic
Staff Union of Universities. The union
and universities’ non-academic staff have
been on warning strike. For the academic
staff, their strike has been on for about
two months while the non-academic
staff is about a month old. No word from
a Federal Government and no interest in
resolving the challenge. Yet, the principal
members of the regime, including the
vice president, ministers and national
leader of the party, are aspiring for the
presidency with a promise to continue on
the “incredibly good works” of the regime.
Nigerian youths, the good work of the
regime is that you have many more years
to stay at home while your universities
are closed. The children of these principal
members aspiring for the presidency
are all schooling overseas or have left
the tertiary education system. They are
selfish and have no plans for your future.
Nigerian youths, how do you plead, and
how do you support aspirants that are
part of a regime and conspired to deny
you the fundamental right to education?
Nigerian youths cannot be seen to
be supporting aspirants from a political
party that degraded and depreciated
the Nigerian currency from N200 to $1
in 2015 to N590 to $1 in 2022, a space
of seven years. Monies saved by your
parents for your training and future
needs in banks and pension funds have
been incredibly depreciated and those
responsible for the depreciation have no
apologies and they are promising or, more
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appropriately, threatening to continue
on the same path. Nigerian youths, how
do you plead and how do you support
aspirants that are part of a regime that
has reduced your standard of living?
We have former governors aspiring
for the presidency. But their records
in the states they led show a very poor
performance. Workers and pensioners
were owed salaries and pensions. Monies
were borrowed for consumption and the
proceeds were not accounted for. And
the same set of failures wants to be given
the opportunity to replicate the failure
at the federal level. Evidently, the youth
will suffer most if they are allowed to
perpetuate their failure.
The two front running parties may
likely throw up candidates without the
requisite leadership qualities to clear the
mess to be left by Buhari’s incompetent
and nepotistic leadership. The ruling
APC will likely have a candidate imposed
by Buhari and his cabal while the PDP
will likely be hijacked by money bags and
ethnic sentiments of people who believe
they are born to rule. If this happens,
Nigerian youths owe their future an
obligation to reject any attempt at a
fait accompli, to select between two
candidates that will lead the nation
deeper in perdition.
Such a situation will be an opportunity
to activate a revolutionary approach
to politics in the mobilisation style of
the #EndSARS movement to support a
credible candidate from any of the other
registered political parties. The challenges
facing Nigeria insecurity, collapsing
economy, disunity, social decay, etc.,
require a man or woman of ideas with
appropriate energy, vision and passion
to begin the process of climbing out of
the deep hole. Nigerian youth have the
numbers, the energy, the vision and the
capacity to determine who leads Nigeria.
Stop being trumpets for failed politicians
who can only lead the nation to perdition.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Retired NAN DEIC Launches
Multimedia News Platform
A retired Deputy-Editor-in-Chief of the News
Agency of Nigeria, NAN, Mr Wale Ojetimi, yesterday
launched Amatropics, a multimedia news platform.
Speaking at the launch in Lagos, Ojetimi said
Amatropics was coined from the combination of
‘ama’ ,a Swahili word meaning people, and ‘tropics’
(people of the tropics or African people).
He said the integrated multimedia news
organisation would work differently by not just
providing news but also “the news behind the
news.”
“We will be working on the hows and whys of
news happenings.

NCC Alerts On News Trick To Steal Vehicles
Nigerian Communications Commission, NCC, has
alerted telecom consumers and members of the
public on an ongoing cyber-vulnerability which allows
a nearby hacker to unlock vehicles, start their engines
wirelessly and make away with them.
The NCC’s Director of Public Affairs, DPA, Dr
Ikechukwu Adinde, made this known in a statement
yesterday in Abuja.
Adinde quoted the latest advisory released by the
Computer Security Incident Response Team, CSIRT,
established by the NCC, as saying:

Lagos Begins Rehabilitation Of Sex Offenders

JOHNLYN C.

ENYINNA

CRAFTSMAN

Lagos State Government has begun provision of
psychological support for willing sex offenders in a
bid to curb sexual and gender-based violence.
Executive Secretary of Lagos State Domestic and
Sexual Violence Agency, DSVA, Mrs Titilola VivourAdeniyi, made the disclosure in a statement yesterday.
Vivour-Adeniyi said that DSVA was carrying out the
rehabilitation programme in partnership with the
Nigerian Correctional Service, Lagos State Command,
and the Institute of Counselling of Nigeria.
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Johnlyn Design

Johnlyn is a craftsman who produces fashion items like bags,
footwear, and clothes. He is the C.E.O of Johnlyn Designs, a place
where fashion skills can be acquired. He is a graduate of Federal
Polytechnic Nekede, Owerri.
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Saudi Arabia’s King Salman on Saturday congratulated Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed on his election as president of the UAE, Saudi

KSA Leaders Congratulate New UAE President
Saudi Arabia’s King Salman
congratulated Sheikh Mohammed bin
Zayed on his election as president of the
UAE, Saudi Press Agency reported,
The rulers of the country’s seven
sheikhdoms made a unanimous decision
at a meeting held at Al-Mushrif Palace
in Abu Dhabi to Sheikh Mohammed,
a day after the death of former leader
Sheikh Khalifa.
“On the occasion of your election
by the Federal Supreme Council as
president of the United Arab Emirates,
we are pleased to express to Your
Highness the sincerest fraternal
congratulations,” wishing him success
in serving his country and its people,”
The king said.

“We look forward to continuing
work to consolidate the bonds of
brotherhood and friendship between
our two countries and peoples, and to
work together to strengthen relations
between the countries of the Gulf
Cooperation Council and the Arab and
Islamic nations, wishing Your Highness
good health and happiness, and your
country more security, prosperity,
stability and prosperity,” He added.
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman made a phone call to Sheikh
Mohammed to congratulate him on his
election and wish him success.
The UAE president expressed his
thanks and appreciation to the crown
prince for his sincere sentiments.

Meanwhile, Sheikh Mohammed
received a number of senior Saudi
officials in Abu Dhabi, who came to
offer their condolences over the passing
of Sheikh Khalifa, who died on Friday
aged 73.
Similarly,
messages
of
congratulations poured in from the
Middle East and around the world
following news of Sheikh Mohammed
bin Zayed’s election as president of the
UAE, a day after the death of former
leader Sheikh Khalifa.
Saudi King Salman and Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman congratulated
Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed on his
election as President.
The US President also congratulated

Sheikh Mohammed on his appointment.
Anwar Gargash, UAE diplomatic
adviser, said “the smooth transition of
power confirms the entrenchment of
institutional values in the UAE.”
The Sultan of Oman, Haitham bin
Tarik, Qatari Emir Tamim bin Hamad,
the King of Bahrain, Hamad bin Isa Al
Khalifa, Jordanian King Abdullah II and
Morocco’s King Mohammed VI also sent
messages of congratulations to the new
president.
Other leaders who congratulated
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed include
Palestine’s President Mahmoud Abbas,
Iraq’s President Barham Salih, Egypt’s
Abdel Fattah El-Sisi, and Russia’s
President Vladimir Putin.

Authorities Arrest 10,850 Illegal Immigrants In A Week
Saudi authorities arrested 10,850 people
in one week for breaching residency,
work and border security regulations,
according to an official report.
From May 5 to 11, a total of 6,565
people were arrested for violations of
residency rules, while 3,012 were held
over illegal border crossing attempts,
and a further 1,273 for labour-related
issues.
The Saudi Ministry of Interior
said that anyone found to be aiding
illegal entry to the Kingdom,
including transporting and providing
shelter, could face imprisonment
for a maximum of 15 years, a fine

of up to SR1 million, $260,000, or
confiscation of vehicles and property.
Suspected violations can be
reported on the toll-free number 911
in the Makkah and Riyadh regions,
and 999 or 996 in other regions of
the Kingdom.
Also, Two Saudi nationals and a
Yemeni were executed after they were
found guilty of terrorism charges,
Saudi Press Agency, SPA, reported.
Mohammed bin Khodr bin
Hashem Al-Awami was convicted of
joining a “terrorist cell,” disrupting
security, spreading chaos, targeting
security forces and destroying public

property, the interior ministry said
in a statement.
Al-Awami also reportedly had a
weapons and explosives store in his
house, including Molotov cocktails
and items to make explosives.
Hussein bin Ali Al-Abu Abdullah
was found guilty of assisting
terrorists, killing a member of
the security forces and of funding
terrorist operations with a motive to
disrupt security in Saudi Arabia.
The
Yemeni,
Mohammed
Abdelbaset Al-Mualmi was convicted
of joining and spying for the Iranianbacked Houthi militia, and of illegally

entering the Kingdom to carry out a
terrorist operation.
According to the interior ministry,
Al-Mualmi shared the coordinates of
military positions in the Kingdom
with the Houthis, adding that a
target in Saudi Arabia was attacked
as a result of his spying.
The Criminal Court sentenced all
three men to death, and the verdict
was approved by the Appeal Court
and Supreme Court, the interior
ministry said, adding that a royal
order was issued to implement the
verdicts accordingly. The ministry
added.

Aid Agency
Continues Health
Projects In Yemen

King Salman Humanitarian Aid and
Relief Center has provided Yemeni
Ministry of Health offices with
medicines and supplies in cooperation
with the National Drug Supply
Programme.
Al-Jada Health Center outlets
in Hajjah Governorate provided
treatment to 1,618 people in one week
with the support of KSrelief.
It included clinics for epidemiology,
emergencies, internal medicine,
children’s health, reproductive health,
nutritional therapy, immunisation,
awareness and education, surgery and
surgical dressing.
The services come as part of the
Kingdom’s efforts, represented by
KSrelief, to improve the capacities of
the health sector in Yemen.
The center recently distributed
almost 151 tons of food baskets to
displaced and needy families in AlJawf Governorate, benefiting 4,227
people.
The effort came as part of the Saudi
food security project, which aims to
distribute more than 192,000 food
baskets to needy and affected families
across 15 Yemeni governorates.
Yemen is among the top
beneficiaries of KSrelief assistance.
The center has implemented 695
projects in Yemen at a cost of more
than $4 billion.
In a similar vein, King Salman
Humanitarian Aid and Relief Center
has delivered a gift of 50 tons of dates
to the Maldives.
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WHO has approved renewing the selection of the Saudi Food and Drug Authority (SFDA) as a center for international cooperation in medical devices and supplies for four years.

Counter-Extremism Center Chief Receives
Int’l Religious Leaders Delegation
Head of Saudi Arabia’s counterextremism center received a
delegation of international religious
leaders on Thursday in Riyadh, where
he gave a speech focusing on the
importance of understanding the
changes in the world, empowering
women, keeping abreast of
communication
developments,
and formulating joint strategies to
combat extremism.
Dr. Mansour Al-Shammari, who
is secretary-general of the Global
Center for Combating Extremist
Ideology, Etidal, also said in his
speech that humanity knew nothing
but tolerance, coexistence, and
acceptance of the other and rejected
everything that divided and did not
bring people together.
The world was going through
transformations and changes that
were not without the escalation of
the intensity of extremist rhetoric,
the repercussions of a postpandemic reality, and new conflicts
that multiplied economic and social
challenges, he said.
Humanity
knew
nothing
but tolerance, coexistence, and
acceptance of the other and rejected
everything that divided and did not
bring people together.
“Therefore, these unconventional
variables require an unconventional
and more flexible approach than
before, based on partnership in
dealing with these global challenges
unrelated to religion, race, culture or
place.”

He discussed the cooperation
necessary to confront extremist
organisations’ exploitation of
rapid and successive technical
developments in communications
and seize these organizations’
polarizing recruitment operations.
“The
developments
in
communication,
especially
concerning social media platforms,
allow the rapid spread of extremist
content, mainly targeting the
youth. This requires concerted
efforts and the development of joint
strategies when dealing with these
challenges, as we also emphasize
the empowerment of women to

practice their main role in developing
the strategy based on the belief of
women’s role in society.”
Rabbi Moshe Lewin, vice president
of the Conference of European
Rabbis and a special adviser to the
chief rabbi in France, said: “I am very
impressed with Etidal and the extent
of professionalism in counteracting
extremism, and this should be the
case in all nations in our world, and
the presence of such a center in Saudi
Arabia is greatly important.”
The president of the Foundation
for Islam in France, Sheikh Ghalib
bin Al-Sheikh Al-Hussein, described
Saudi Arabia as “a pioneer” in its

efforts to undermine terrorist acts
and extremist ideologies.
Al-Shammari stressed that Etidal
supported fruitful global cooperation
to build international capacity to deal
with the phenomenon of extremist
ideologies.
He affirmed the importance of
promoting the values of coexistence
between civilisations and people
of all races, nationalities, and
ethnicities.
Etidal is tasked with fighting
extremism and seeks to build
cooperative strategies that enhance
the values of global coexistence and
renounce violence.

WHO Chooses SFDA As Centre For International
Cooperation In Medical Supplies
World Health Organisation, WHO,
has approved renewing the selection
of the Saudi Food and Drug Authority,
SFDA, as a center for international
cooperation in medical devices and
supplies for four years.
The selection is with the approval of
transforming the regional center into
a global center covering the eastern
Mediterranean and Africa, and the
scientific and technical work of the
WHO internationally.
The center aims to contribute
to the authority in assisting
emerging countries in monitoring
and regulating medical devices and
supplies and to benefit from its

expertise in various regulatory and
supervisory areas in medical devices
and supplies.
Executive Vice President of the
SFDA’s medical devices sector Eng.
Ali Al-Dalaan explained that the
decision was made in light of the
great efforts made by Saudi Arabia
during the recent period, especially
during the coronavirus pandemic,
COVID-19.
This is in addition to a culmination
of the center’s effective contribution
through the specialists of “Food and
Drug” holding several educational
workshops and training courses
to build legislative capacities for

different countries in the African
continent.
This enhances Saudi Arabia’s
advanced position among the
various regulatory bodies globally, its
international efforts in monitoring
and regulating medical devices and
supplies through its presidency of
the Global Harmonisation Working
Party, GHWP.
It also recognises its effective
practical contribution to various
international organisations such
as the International Organisation
for Standardisation, ISO, and
the International Medical Device
Regulators Forum, IMDRF.

Expo, Forum On
Afforestation Technologies
To Hold May 29-31

Under the patronage of Crown
Prince Mohammed Bin Salman,
deputy prime minister and minister
of defense, the International
Exhibition and Forum on
Afforestation Technologies is
scheduled to be held between May
29 and 31.
It is organised by the National
Center for Vegetation Cover
Development and Combating
Desertification, NCVC, at the
Riyadh International Convention
and Exhibition Center in
coordination and cooperation with
the Ministry of Environment,
Water and Agriculture, out of their
role in developing, protecting and
sustaining the vegetation cover
according to the Saudi Vision 2030.
On the occasion, Minister
of Environment, Water and
Agriculture and Chairman of the
Board of Directors of NCVC Eng.
Abdulrahman Al-Fadhli extended his
appreciation to the Crown Prince for
patronising the event, stressing that
organising this event has a special
importance to Saudi Arabia for its
intensified efforts and increasing
attention to the vegetation cover.
It is also the main pillar for the
National Environment Strategy that
represents a road map to realize the
aspirations of the Saudi Vision 2030
on protecting and developing the
environment, in addition to Saudi
Arabia’s international pioneering
role in the environmental field
and its announcements of global
environmental initiatives that seek
to develop the vegetation cover.
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CBN Governor, Godwin Emefiele (middle) flanked by a delegation from Bank of Uganda, BoU, on an experience sharing tour of Nigeria Central Bank Digital Currency, CBDC, project e-Naira

Appraising CBN Policies, Interventions For Economic Growth
BY MARIAM SANNI, ABUJA

Central Bank of Nigeria, CBN, through its
Monetary Policy Committee, interventions
and policies, has been boosting and
stimulating the Economy for growth and
Development.
The apex bank policies have really
helped the country to navigate the current
constraints brought by the COVID-19,
and explore the opportunities it avails for
sustainable growth of the economy in the
years ahead.
President Muhammdu Buhari, while
launching the Enaira, has commended the
Godwin Emefiele-led apex bank for the
policies and measures that have been put in
place for economic development.
The CBN Governor, during his remark at
the launching in Abuja, explained that the
eNaira and Naira will have the same value,
and will always be exchanged at N1 to 1
eNaira.
He noted that the evolution of the digital
currency will complement the previous apex
bank policies and measures for economic
growth.
According to him, Nigeria has one of the
most advanced payment systems in the
world and certainly the best in Africa, which
is befitting to the country as the largest
economy in Africa
He added that, with growing interest in
Central Bank Digital Currency, CBDC, around
the world, the CBN commenced extensive
study, consultations, identification of use
cases, and the testing of the CBDC concept in
a Sandbox environment as far back as 2017.
100-for-100 policy
Also, the Emefiele-led administration has
commenced the 100 for 100 Policy on
Production and Productivity, PPP, with the
unveiling of an operational framework to
guide interested companies in participating
in the initiative.

best entrepreneurial pitches/ideas shall be
awarded as follows: First place – N150.0
million; Second place – N120.0 million;
Third place – N100.0 million; Fourth place
– N80.0 million; and Fifth place – N50.0
million.

Revamping microfinance bank
The Federal Government cued into this
popular thinking in 2005 when it inaugurated
the Microfinance Banking Scheme, to
provide finance to economically active poor
excluded from financing by conventional
banks, provide employment, engender rural
development and reduce poverty.
To ensure the safety of the financial

system, and meet the need for continuous
access to financial services, the CBN reopened
the window in March 2021 as Target Credit
Facility aimed at both SMEs and households.
Other policy initiatives taken by the CBN:
Extension of moratorium by 1 year on all
(CBN Intervention facilities) loan principal
repayments effective on March 1, 2022.
Reduction of interest rates on all
applicable CBN intervention facilities to
5 per cent per year effective on March 1,
2020. Extension of MFBs Recapitalisation
deadline by another one year.
Especially for the microfinance sector,
this implementation has not been without
its challenges; however, the Nigerian
Deposit Insurance Company, NDIC, has
noted an improving trend in understanding
of the operators.
In its drive to ensure the digital financial
inclusion of women and youth across
Nigeria, the CBN and its stakeholders are
billed to engage target groups in selected
states in order to facilitate their economic
empowerment and inclusion.

He noted that the
evolution of the
digital currency will
complement the
previous apex bank
policies and measures
for economic growth.

Implementation of TIES
As part of efforts to address the rising youth
unemployment in Nigeria, the CBN has
released guidelines for the implementation
of Tertiary Institutions Entrepreneurship
Scheme, TIES.
The apex bank explained that the scheme
is in partnership with Nigerian polytechnics
and universities to harness the potential of
graduate entrepreneurs (gradpreneurs) in
Nigeria.
According to CBN, the Scheme is
designed to create a paradigm shift among
undergraduates and graduates from the
pursuit of white-collar jobs to a culture
of entrepreneurship development for
economic development and job creation.
CBN disclosed that the five top Nigerian
polytechnics and universities with the

Its funding is expected to grow to N15
trillion.
Promoted by the CBN, Africa Finance
Corporation, AFC, and the Nigeria Sovereign
Investment Authority, NSIA, the InfraCorp
is a privately-managed infrastructure
and industrial vehicle that will harness
opportunities for Nigeria’s infrastructure
development, by originating, structuring,
executing and managing end-to-end bankable
projects in that space.
Emefiele said that the funding from the
private sector and incentives from the public
sector will get the country ready, willing, and
able to deliver the infrastructure that will be
the foundation of Nigeria’s development for
improved infrastructure.

“These are projects that must catalyse
sustainable employment-led economic
growth through increased domestic
production and productivity in the near term.
“The projects for consideration shall be new
projects in existing companies requiring new
machinery and other support and must have
the greatest potential to achieve significant
scale in their in-country production and for
domestic consumption and exports,” the
framework read.
Emefiele had, during the launch of the
eNaira, announced plans to introduce a
new financial instrument to boost local
production and productivity in various
sectors of the economy.

“

CBN N15trn infrastructure fund
The CBN has signed a term sheet with the
Infrastructure Corporation of Nigeria,
InfraCorp, and four independent asset
managers to develop the country’s
infrastructure.
A term sheet is a nonbinding agreement
outlining the basic terms and conditions
under which an investment will be made.
The four independent infrastructure asset
managers are Sanlam InfraWorks; Africa
Infrastructure Investment Managers, AIIM;
AAA Consortium; and Chapel Hill Denham.
InfraCorp was approved in February 2021
by Buhari. It was established with a startup
funding of N1 trillion for the construction
of critical infrastructure projects to help
accelerate growth in the country.

TO BE CONTINUED
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Gwamnan Babban Bankin CBN, Godwin Emefiele (tsakiyar) yana musabaha tare da tawaga daga Bankin Uganda, BoU, kan ziyarar gani da ido a Babban Bankin Najeriya,
CBDC, e-Naira.

Qiyasta Manufofin CBN, Matsaloli, Da Shiga Tsakani
Na Ci gaban Tattalin Arziki
BY MARIAM SANNI, ABUJA

Babban Bankin Nijeriya, CBN, ta hanyar
kwamitinsa na tsare-tsare da manufofinsa na
bunqasa tattalin arziki. Manufofin babban
bankin sun taimaka wa qasar da gaske wajen
tafiyar da matsalolin da Korona ke kawowa,
da kuma gano damar da take da shi na ci
gaban tattalin arziki mai xorewa a shekaru
masu zuwa.
Shugaban Qasa Muhammdu Buhari, yayin
qaddamar da enaira, ya yaba wa babban
bankin da Godwin Emefiele ye jagoranta kan
tsare-tsare da aka gindaya na bunqasa tattalin
arziki. Gwamnan CBN, a jawabinsa a wajen
qaddamar da taron a Abuja, ya bayyana cewa
eNaira da Naira za su kasance a matsayin
daraja xaya, kuma za a riqa musayar su a kan
Naira 1 zuwa 1 eNaira.
Ya yi nuni da cewa, juyin nau’i na kuxin
dijital zai dace da manufofin bankin qoli na
baya da kuma matakan bunqasar tattalin
arziki. A cewarsa, Nijeriya na xaya daga cikin
tsarin biyan kuxi na gaba a duniya, kuma
tabbas ita ce ta fi kyau a Afirka, wanda ya dace
da qasar a matsayin qasar da ta fi kowacce
qasa qarfin tattalin arziki a Afirka.
Ya qara da cewa, tare da qaruwar sha’awar
Babban Bankin Digital Currency, CBDC, a
duk duniya, CBN ya fara bincike mai zurfi,
tuntuvar juna, gano lokuta masu amfani, da
kuma gwada tunanin CBDC a cikin yanayin
Sandbox har zuwa 2017.
Aiwatar Da Tsarin Manufar ‘100-For-100
Har ila yau, Gwamnatin Emefiele ta fara
aiwatar da manufofin ‘100 for 100’ akan
samarwa, PPP, tare da qaddamar da tsarin
aiki don jagorantar kamfanoni masu sha’awar
shiga cikin shirin.
“Waxannan ayyuka ne da dole ne su samar
da ci gaban tattalin arziki mai xorewa wanda
zai jagoranci samar da ayyukan yi ta hanyar
qaruwar samar da kayayyaki a cikin gida a
nan gaba kaxan.
“Ayyukan da za a yi la’akari da su za su
kasance sababbin ayyuka a cikin kamfanoni

masu zaman kansu da ke buqatar sababbin
kayan aiki da sauran tallafi kuma dole ne
su sami damar da za su iya cimma matsayi
mai mahimmanci a cikin samar da su a cikin
gida da kuma amfani da gida da fitarwa,” in ji
tsarin. Emefiele, a yayin qaddamar da eNaira,
ya bayyana shirin vullo da wani sabon tsarin
hada-hadar kuxi domin bunqasa samar da
kayayyaki a cikin gida a sassa daban-daban
na tattalin arziki.
Tsarin Hada-hadar Kuxi Da Bankin
Revamping Microfinance
Gwamnatin Tarayya ta yi la’akari da wannan
ra’ayi mai farin jini a shekarar 2005 lokacin
da ta qaddamar da tsarin hada-hadar kuxi na
‘yan kasuwa, don samar da kuxi ga talakawa
masu fafutukar tattalin arziki waxanda ba a
haxa su da kuxaxe daga bankunan gargajiya,
samar da ayyukan yi, bunqasa karkara da rage
talauci.
Don tabbatar da amincin tsarin hada-hadar
kuxi, da kuma biyan buqatar ci gaba da samun
damar yin ayyukan kuxi, CBN ya sake buxe
taga a watan Maris na 2021 a matsayin wani
tsari na ‘Target Credit Facility,’ wanda ke
nufin duka gidaje su samu tsarin qanana da

“

Ya ce da juyin halitta
na yanki na dijital zai
daidaita manufofin
Kudin APEX da kuma
matakan ci gaban
tattalin arziki.

matsakaitan sana’o’i (SMEs).
Sauran tsare-tsaren da CBN ya yi: Tsawaita
dakatarwa na shekara 1 kan duk wasu
(Cibiyoyin shiga tsakani) na babban biyan
rancen da zai fara aiki a ranar 1 ga Maris,
2022.
Rage kuxin ruwa a duk wuraren da CBN
ke amfani da shi zuwa kashi 5 cikin 100 a
kowace shekara zai fara aiki a ranar 1 ga
Maris, 2020. Tsawaita wa’adin mayar da
MFBs zuwa shekara guda.
Musamman ga vangaren qananan kuxi,
wannan aiwatarwa bai kasance ba tare da
qalubalensa ba; duk da haka, Kamfanin
Inshorar ajiya na Nijeriya, NDIC, ya lura da
ingantaccen yanayin fahimtar masu aiki.
A yunqurinta na tabbatar da shigar da mata
da matasa kuxi ta dijital a faxin Nijeriya, CBN
da masu ruwa da tsakin sa sun yi alqawarin
shigar da qungiyoyin da aka zavo a wasu
jahohin da aka zava domin a samu sauqin
bunqasar tattalin arzikinsu da haxa su.

miliyan 80.0; sai na biyar – Naira miliyan
50.0.

Shirin Samar Da Kayayyakin More Rayuwa
Na Naira Tiriliyan 15 Da CBN Ya Gabatar
Babban bankin na CBN ya rattaba hannu
kan takardar wa’adin aiki tare da Kamfanin
‘Samar da abubuwan more rayuwa mai suna
‘Infrastructure Corporation of Nigeria,’
(InfraCorp), da manajojin kadara masu
zaman kansu guda huxu domin bunqasa
ababen more rayuwa a qasar. Takardun
lokaci yarjejeniya ce da ba ta xaure ba wacce
ke bayyana ainihin sharuxan da za a saka
hannun jari a qarqashinsu.
Manajojin kadara masu zaman kansu
guda huxu su ne ‘Sanlam InfraWorks;’
Manajojin Zuba Jari na Lantarki na Afirka,
AIIM; Qungiyar AAA; da kuma Chapel Hill
Denham.
Buhari ya amince da InfraCorp a Fabrairun
2021. An kafa ta ne da tallafin farko na Naira
tiriliyan 1 don gina muhimman ayyukan
more rayuwa don taimakawa wajen havaka
Aiwatar da tsarin ‘TIES’
A ci gaba da qoqarin magance matsalar rashin ci gaban qasar nan.
aikin yi da matasa ke fama da shi a Nijeriya,
CBN ya fitar da qa’idojin aiwatar da tsarin Ana Sa Ran Kuxaxen Za Su Karu Zuwa
Naira Tiriliyan 15
kasuwanci na manyan makarantu, TIES.
Babban bankin ya bayyana cewa shirin na Babban bankin CBN, Kamfanin Kuxi na
haxin gwiwa ne da masana kimiyyar qere- Afirka, AFC, da Hukumar Kula da Zuba
qere na jami’o’in Nijeriya domin yin amfani Jari ta Nijeriya, NSIA, InfraCorp, wani
da damar ’yan kasuwa da suka kammala kamfani ne mai zaman kansa da ake sarrafa
kayayyakin more rayuwa da masana’antu
digiri a Nijeriya.
A cewar CBN, an tsara wannan shiri ne da za su yi amfani da damammaki wajen
domin samar da sauye-sauye a tsakanin bunqasa ababen more rayuwa a Nijeriya, ta
xaliban da suka kammala karatun digiri na hanyar asali, tsarawa, aiwatarwa da sarrafawa
farko da kuma waxanda suka kammala karatu don kawo qarshen ayyukan banki a cikin
zuwa al’adar bunqasa kasuwanci don bunqasa wannan sarari.
tattalin arziki da samar da ayyukan yi.
Emefiele ya ce kuxaxen da ake samu
Babban bankin Nijeriya CBN ya bayyana daga kamfanoni masu zaman kansu da
cewa za a bayar da kyautar ga manyan kuma abubuwan qarfafawa daga vangaren
makarantu da jami’o’i biyar na Nijeriya da gwamnati, za su sa qasar nan a shirye, da
suka fi qwarewa a fannin kasuwanci kamar son rai, da kuma iya samar da ababen more
haka: Matsayi na xaya - Naira miliyan 150.0; rayuwa da za su zama ginshikin ci gaban
matsayi na biyu – Naira miliyan 120.0; Na Nijeriya don ingantattun ababen more
uku – Naira miliyan 100.0; na huxu – Naira rayuwa.
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Criminality:
NSCDC Harps
On Security
Knowledge

FROM FUNSO OJO, AKURE

Nigeria Security and Civil
Defence Corps, NSCDC,
has reiterated the need
for Nigerians to invest in
training that would improve
their security knowledge for
a secured and criminallyreduced country.
The
Ondo
State
commandant of the corps,
Dr Hammed Abodunrin,
who made the emphasis
at the weekend during a
chat with journalists in
Akure, the state capital,
explained that the best
form of security was
personal security, saying
that without knowledge of
security, it would be difficult
to know when dangers were
looming.
He said the deployment of
technology and knowledge
was an important factor to
curb and reduce criminality
in the country.
“If we don’t give security
education, people won’t
know. The best form of
security is the one you
provide for yourself. It is a
reflex action. If you touch a
hot object, you remove your
hand. Nobody will tell you.
That is what security is.
“If you feel that a place
is not safe, you don’t go
there. Nobody needs to
tell you that. If there is any
happening in the street of
UK, within some minutes,
security operatives will
arrive.
“Not only because they
have technology alone,
but because they have a
conscious population who
can really tell the story and
how it happened. Here, we
don’t have such knowledge.
“We can be saying
slogan that when you see
something, say something,
but before you can say
something, you must
identify what you have
seen. If you don’t know
that what you have seen is
dangerous, you won’t say
anything.
“l don’t know how
many journalists that can
recognise an IED when
they see it. That is why we
want to also train media
operators to know that
their job is also risky.
“We will carry them along
and see how we can protect
them on the field. We have
lost many of them.
“There are positions you
should be when you are
hearing gunshots. Except
someone points a gun at
you, you cannot be crippled
by gunshots if are in such
positions,” he stated.
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Suspected Cultist Kills Three To Claim
Leadership Of Confraternity In Ilorin

FROM ABDUL SALAUDEEN, ILORIN

Self-confessed cult leader,
Olagunju Abdulfatai Tijani
Ifeanyi has admitted killing
three persons to claim the
top leadership of his Eiye
Confraternity in Ilorin, Kwara
State capital.
Olagunju, who claimed to be
the second in command in the
hierarchy of his group, said he
murdered the three persons
to head the leadership of the
dreaded Eiye Confraternity
Zone 2 in Ilorin.
He was among over 20
criminals arrested by the
Kwara State Police Command
between March and April
in its operations to mitigate

violent crimes in the state.
According to the spokesman
of the state police command,
Mr Okasanmi Ajayi, at a press
conference in Ilorin, Olagunju
admitted to being a number
two man of the Eiye and had
killed one Ismaila Alabi, owner
of a barbing shop at Agbooba
in Ilorin, and one Emmanuel,
a student of Kinetic
Education, UNILORIN, in his
bloody struggle for leadership
of the confraternity.
Olagunju said the pistol
which he used in his
operations was owned by
his late father, a Major in the
army, but presently in the
possession of a member of
the Eiye Confraternity now

at large.
Those paraded included
15 suspected cultists already
charged to court, five alleged
shop breakers and a threeman gang of thieves.
Okasanmi, who said
seven different categories
of firearms were recovered
during the period under
review, added that one of the
suspected cultists, Mumini
Baba, was also arrested with
one English pistol with one
live ammunition and one
locally made pistol.
According to him, Mumini
was arrested on May 6, 2022,
at about 11.30am by a team
of policemen attached to ‘C’
Division, Oja-Oba, Ilorin, on

routine search patrol along
Gambari area of Ilorin.
He said Mumini jumped off
a motorcycle he was riding
when he sighted the patrol
team and took to his heels,
but was arrested after a hot
chase.
Okasanmi further disclosed
that on interrogation, the
suspect stated that he was
invited by one Abdullahi
of Okoolowo area in Ilorin,
presently at large, for a killing
assignment in Ilorin.
Suspects in all the cases
would be charged to court
as soon as investigation into
the cases are satisfactorily
concluded, the spokesman
stated.

Governor Yahaya Bello of Kogi State exchanges thoughts with Barr. Moses Okezie-Okafor, the Director of Research and Strategy
of his campaign organization in this file photo. Gov. Bello who is a frontline aspirant for the 2023 presidential elections under
the APC returned his completed forms to the party on Thursday.

Okowa Pledges Commitment To
Effective Justice System

FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Governor
Ifeanyi
Okowa of Delta State
has
reaffirmed
his
administration’s resolve
to continue to place
premium on the delivery
of an effective justice
system, especially on the
criminal and civil justice
spheres.
Governor Okowa stated
this during stakeholders’
Summits on the Review
of the Administration
of Criminal Justice Law,
2016.
The governor, who was
represented by his chief
of staff, Barr. Ovie Agas,
said the summit would
provide enriching ideas
in the review of the Delta

State
Administration
of Criminal Justice Law
2016, noting that his
administration
would
guide the draft of the
state
Administration
of Criminal Justice Bill
for consideration by the
House of Assembly and
possible passage into law.
Okowa disclosed that
when he assented to the
Bill, the state became one
of the first to domesticate
the Administration of
Criminal Justice Act
2015.
Earlier,
AttorneyGeneral and the state
and Commissioner for
Justice, Isaiah Bozimo
said the Administration
of Criminal Justice Law,

ACJL, in 2017 was an
affirmation that Deltans
desired transformative
change of the criminal
justice system.
Bozimo, who recalled
that on September
29, 2021, his ministry
submitted memoranda
from stakeholders in the
criminal justice sector to
evaluate their satisfaction
with
the
provision
of Administration of
Criminal Justice Law.
While
thanking
the chief judge of the
state and other key
players in the judicial
sector, chairmen of the
Nigerian Bar Association,
Nigeria Police Force and
officials of the Nigeria

Correctional Services for
their effective synergy
with his ministry in
one way or the other,
Bozimo stated that his
ministry undertook an
extensive internal review
to identify bottlenecks
in prosecuting criminal
trials.
He said the data from
the Delta State High
Court reviewed 124
percent increase in
criminal charges filed in
2019(1085) compared
with 2018(484), adding
that the ministry’s data
showed that the director
of Public Prosecution
sent 757 files for
production in the zones
in 2021.

Kwara NSCDC Nabs
Four Suspected
Cable Vandals
FROM ABDUL SALAUDEEN ILORIN

Kwara State Command
of the Nigeria Security
and Civil Defence Corps,
NSCDC, at the weekend
paraded four suspected
cable vandals in Ilorin.
Aljazirah
Nigeria
reports that the suspects
were allegedly caught
trying to vandalise
armoured cable of a 33
KVA transformer serving
Ifesowapo community
in Oyun area of Ilorin
metropolis.
State commandant of
the corps, Makinde Iskil
Ayinlawho disclosed this
in a release signed by
the corps spokesman,
Babawale Zaid Afolabi.
He disclosed that the
prompt response of the
corps’ anti-vandal unit
to a distress call made
it possible to arrest the
vandals.
“In line with the
directive given by the
commandant general
Ahmed Abubakar Audi
regarding one of the core
mandates of the NSCDC
which is to protect
all the government’s
critical infrastructures
and national assets, on
Saturday 14/05/2022,
at about 0610hours, the
anti vandal unit of the
corps was able to arrest
four vandals who were
met vandalizing a 33kva
transformer
serving
a whole community
and cost huge amount
of
money,”
the
commandant disclosed.
The names of the
suspected vandals are
Jamiu Rasaq, 29, who
happens to be the arrow
head, Mohammed Idris,
18, Bala Abubakar,
15,
and
Haruna
Muhammed, 20.
The
commandant
has ordered full scale
investigations that can
lead to the arrest of
other suspects believed
to be at large.

Ahmed Audi
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NHRC Condemns
Killing Of Student
In Sokoto, Calls
For Immediate
Prosecution Of
Culprits

s

Bandits
Kill Seven
Villagers,
Declare NoFarming In
Zamfara

BY DEBORAH MUSA, ABUJA

National Human Rights
Commission,
NHRC,
has strongly condemned
the killing of a second
year student of Shehu
Shagari
College
of
Education,
Sokoto,
Deborah Samuel, over
alleged blasphemy.
The governing council
of the commission,
while reacting to the
killing, said there was
no law, whethe secular or
religious in a democratic
society anywhere in the
world, that justifies the
killing of any person
without due process of
the law.
Urging all persons
to exercise tolerance
over religious matters,
the
governing
council also
tasked
relevant
authorities,
particularly the police, to
thoroughly investigate
and
prosecute
the
culprits who have been
reportedly arrested, as
well as put necessary
mechanisms in place
to effect the arrest of
every other person
allegedly involved in
the gruesome murder,
with a view to bringing
all perpetrators to book
and preventing future
occurrence.
It stated that the
consequence
of
inaction now by the law
enforcement agencies
could lead to a recurrence
In the near future.
“The
commission
used the opportunity
to condemn all acts of
religious
extremism
in the country and
appeals to all parties in
this matter as well as
the concerned public to
remain calm even in the
face of this provocative
and dastardly act, while
awaiting the report of
the Police investigation
into
the
incident,
adding that two wrongs
cannot make a right,” the
commission said.
It further expressed its
heartfelt condolences to
the family of the victim
and other families who
had lost their loved ones
under similar conditions,
assuring them that the
commission would work
with relevant bodies to
ensure that justice is
served in such cases.
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Former Chairman, APC caretaker and extraordinary convention planning committee, Alhaji Mai Mala Buni (2nd right) flanked
by Governor of Imo state Senator Hope Uzodinma (3rd left) and a delegation of senators from the national assembly came to
submit the senate president’s nomination and expression of interest forms at the APC national secretariat in Abuja yesterday
PHOTO TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

Forgery: APC Lawyers Petition Screening
Committee, Wants Reps Aspirant Disqualified
BY ABDULATEEF BAMGBOSE

Bearing in mind the similar
scenarios in the federal
gonstituency in 2011 and
2015, a group of legal
practitioners within the ruling
All Progressive Congress,
APC, has urged the screening
committee of the party to
disqualify Engr. Sunday Oche,
over a pending case of forgery
standing against him.
Oche, who seeks to
represent
Ado/Okpokwu/
Ogbadibo
Federal
Constituency of Benue State
under the APC, was arrested
last Sunday, May 8, 2022, in
Otukpo and detained at the
Force Headquarters, Abuja,
on the order of the Chief
Magistrate Court in Bwari,
Abuja, but was released on bail
by the Nigeria Police.

One Mr. Michael Unogwu,
the APC candidate for the
federal constituency, had
dragged Oche before the court
for forging his signature and
private letterhead papers with
which he “criminally” wrote a
purported letter of withdrawal
to the Independent National
Electoral Commission, INEC,
after the 2018 primaries,
causing the electoral umpire
to substitute his name with
that of Oche.
Barrister Emmanuel Agada
and Barrister Abraham Onoja,
convener and secretary of
Enone APC Young Lawyers
Forum, respectively, in a
letter of concern on behalf
of APC lawyers in the Federal
Constituency, dated 14th May,
2022; expressed great worries
that, if Oche is allowed to fly
the flag of the party, what

befell the federal constituency
in previous times when a
candidate was withdrawn
after winning an election, over
pending forgery case, would
repeat itself.
“In the light of all these,
we are constrained to urge
our great party, to excuse
Sunny Oche from the contest,
as fielding a candidate with
such weighty criminal case
will impugn the good image
of our party before the good
people of Enone, as well
as, portend grave danger
to our longstanding quest
to end the decades of PDP
misrepresentation in Enone.
“The 2015 scenario where
the Enone people voted
Hon. Christopher Adaba
Abah (a.k.a Mad Lion) as the
member representing the Ado/
Okpokwu/Ogbadibo Federal

Constituency, only for him to
be disqualified by the court
over certificate forgery, and
an unwanted Hassan Saleh
foisted on Enone people by
the court, is still fresh in
the minds of Enone people
and the electorates will be
jittery to vote a candidate
who is enmeshed in another
certificate forgery scandal, so
as to avoid the painful agony
of having their votes set aside
by the courts.
“This uncertainty will
affect the confidence of the
electorate and negatively affect
our electoral fortune as a party.
This we cannot afford at this
moment when the APC needs
all the votes it can get to defeat
the PDP, which has remained
the dominant political party
in the zone, for decades,” the
letter reads in part.

ASUU Strike: My Children Are Also Affected, Says Nwajiuba
BY BLESSING OTOBONG-GABRIEL,
ABUJA

Former
Minister
of
State For Education,
Chukwuemeka Nwajiuba
has apologised to Nigerian
students
over
the
protracted strike embarked
by the Academic Staff Union
of Universities, ASUU.
ASUU had recently
extended the industrial
action by another 12 weeks,
citing a lack of readiness by
the federal government to
resolve the crisis.
Addressing the issue,

Nwajiuba, a presidential
aspirant under the All
Progressives
Congress,
APC,
said
all
his
children attended public
universities, and that two
of them were also affected
by the strike.
The former minister,
who spoke yesterday while
appearing on Politics Today,
a Channels Television
programme, said he shared
in the responsibility for
the situation, but noted
that strikes are not the
best approach for ASUU to
address its grievances.

“I do apologise to
Nigerian students because
as their minister, I will take
responsibility. But also,
on behalf of the federal
government, I would say
‘please understand what
the issues are’.
“All my four children have
passed through Nigerian
universities. I still have
two who are at home now,
because they are all in public
universities,” he said.
Nwajiuba added that he
was also a product of public
universities, hence, he
empathises with ASUU.

“My position has not
been that ASUU is talking
rubbish. ASUU has a case,
they are not making a case
for themselves alone. ASUU
is making a case for the
entire university system.
“The only point of
departure is that we have
asked ASUU that strikes
can’t cure the problem.
“We need them in class,
we need our children back
in school. It hurts parents.
It hurts us. Like I keep
saying, my children are
here, I don’t have children
in private universities. My

At least seven farmers
were reportedly killed
in their farmlands in
Faru village in Maradun
Local Government Area
of Zamfara State in the
early hours of Saturday.
An indigene of the
area, Garba Abdullahi
told newsmen that the
victims were in their
farmlands when they
were attacked and killed
by the bandits.
Abdullahi added that
one of his relations
named Sani Akwala was
among the farmers killed
by the bandits.
“My elder brother, Sani
Akwala was among those
who were mercilessly
killed by these heartless
bandits,” he said.
Abdullahi said the
bandits
had
been
terrorising the village
since the beginning of
this year’s rainy-season
farming.
The source further
revealed that the bandits
vowed that no farming
activities would take
place within the area
in this year’s farming
season.
“The bandits have
been going round the
farmlands in order to
ensure compliance with
their directive,” Abdullahi
said.
Lamenting that it
would be difficult for the
farmers to farm in this
year’s farming season,
calling on the appropriate
authorities to urgently
do something, Abdullahi
expressed fear that unless
something was done on
time, the villagers would
have no option but to
migrate to other places.
“We are planning to
flee the village due to
the growing insecurity
challenges because we
understand that from all
indications, the bandits
will not allow us to farm
this year,” he added.
Efforts
to
get
comments
from
the
spokesperson
for
Zamfara
State
Police Command, SP
Mohammed
Shehu,
failed as he could not be
reached on phone.
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Sign Language
Interpretation
Can Grow
Economy

s

Sign language interpretation
has been described by the
Lagos State Commissioner
for Education, Folashade
Adefisayo, as one way to
turn round the nation’s
dwindling economy as well
as reduce the escalating
unemployment rate among
university graduates in the
country.
The Commissioner spoke
at the official launch of Sign
Language in Staff Schools,
SLISS, by Mercy Adesubomi
Priestly Foundation in
conjunction with University
of Lagos.
Adefisayo, who was
represented by the Director,
Special Education Unit,
Ministry of Education, Mr.
Azeez Aiyu, noted that as
a sign language expert,
there are many ample
opportunities at a number
of places such as religious
houses, media organizations,
schools as well as other
corporate organisations.
He said sign language
as a universal language,
remain one of the lucrative
courses that can transform
life within a short period
because of its current high
demands in Nigeria
Commending the convener
of the project, Anuoluwapo
Priestly Adesubomi for the
laudable project, Aliyu said
the project compliments
what Lagos state has been
advocating for.
He revealed that Lagos
state, through Lagos State
Office for Disability Affairs,
LASODA, recently organised
sign language for bankers
to enable their front desk
officers to understand and
communicate with sign
language.
“As a sign language
expert, you’ll have ample
opportunity
of
being
everywhere, given the
number of TV and media
houses that are in Nigeria
today, each TV station
has no fewer than 24
programmes in a day. So it
means a minimum of five
Sign language interpreters
required to interpret those
programmes and multiply
five by the number of TV
stations in Nigeria.
“Now, we are in the
University of Lagos, you
know the number of faculties
and departments and in each
department, there will be
different levels of classes.
So at each class, there is
supposed to be a standing
Sign language interpreter
because the hearing impaired
also want to learn all the
courses.

Delta State governor, Dr
Ifeanyi Okowa yesterday
said the state government
would provide financial
aid to schools returned to
religious missions in 2011.
Okowa said the move
became necessary so
as to assist the schools
in running effectively,
particularly
in
the
prevailing harsh economic
situation in the country.
He made this known at
the thanksgiving service
to mark the end of the
16th Synod of Asaba
Diocese, Church of Nigeria
(Anglican Communion),
at the Catheral Church of
St. Peter, Bishop’s Court,
Asaba.
The governor, who was
accompanied by his wife,
Edith, and top government
functionaries,
recalled
that the state government
returned 40 schools to
the missions in 2011, and
acknowledged that “it is
not easy for such schools
to be run given the current
economic condition of the
nation.”
He commended the
church for drawing his
attention to the plight
of the schools, especially
his promise to ensure
that grants were given to
missions to assist them in
giving a firm standing to
the schools that had been
returned to them.
“I have just asked the
Secretary to the State
Government, SSG, to take
action on that; the monies
may not be too big but it is
important that we identify
with the churches because
we know that it is not easy
for them even as it is not
easy for the state that run
schools.
“But for those schools
returned to the missions,
it is in the best interest
of the government of
Delta State that they
are supported to stand
because they provide a
space for study for some
of our children across the
state.
“So, we will try to take
action at least in the first
tranche of it, to see what
we can do to support our
missions,” he said.
Okowa
commended
the church for its
contributions to the
health sector in the state,
saying that their effort
would help provide health
care services particularly
to the less-privileged in
the society.
“In so doing, you are
helping us to develop the
health sector by bringing
health closer to our people.

Delta Approves
Grants For
Mission Schools

FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

President Muhammadu Buhari (R) with Special Envoy of South Sudan President, Mr Albino Ayuel, during their meeting at
the Presidential Villa in Abuja on Friday. PHOTO: CALLISTUS EWELIKE/NAN

Kanu’s Unhappy With ‘Sacrilegious
Killings,’ Senseless Sit-at-Home – Soludo
BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

Anambra State governor, Prof.
Charles Chukwuma Soludo
has revealed that the leader
of the Indigenous People of
Biafra, IPOB, Nnamdi Kanu,
is not happy with too many
ugly things that are going in
the South-East, including
“sacrilegious killings” of
innocent persons, kidnappings
and all forms of criminalities,
and the brutal enforcement
of the senseless “sit at home”
perpetuated by sundry groups
claiming to be acting for or on
behalf of IPOB.
Soludo made the revelation,
after he visited Kanu, who is
being held in a Department of
State Security Services, DSS,
detention facility in Abuja.
The visit, according to
Soludo, who shared details of

the meeting, including photos
on his verified social media
handles on Saturday night,
took place on Friday.
He shared photos where
he was being embraced and
welcomed by Kanu who was
clad in an Athletico Madrid
tracksuit.
It was not exactly clear
where the meeting took place,
but the room had two cushion
furniture, tables, television
sets, and what appeared to be
a map board.
Soludo said that the IPOB
leader expressed sadness over
the killings in the South-East.
He said that Kanu, who was
happy to receive him and in
high spirits, described the
killings as sacrilegious.
“I visited Mazi Nnamdi
Kanu, yesterday (Friday,
May 13, 2022) to felicitate

with him and also as part of
the wider consultations with
critical stakeholders in search
of lasting peace and security in
the South-East.
“He was in very high spirits,
and we had quality and frank
discussions in a very convivial
atmosphere.
“He expressed sadness
over what he described as
“sacrilegious killings” of
innocent persons, kidnappings
and all forms of criminalities,
including
the
brutal
enforcement of the senseless
“sit at home” perpetuated by
sundry groups claiming to
be acting for or on behalf of
IPOB,” Soludo said.
The governor said the IPOB
leader assured that if the
opportunity arises, he would
be glad to personally broadcast
to his followers to maintain the

peace.
Kanu was arrested last
year and charged with alleged
treasonable felony and
terrorism, allegations he has
continued to deny.
IPOB, the group he leads, has
been accused by the Federal
Government of various acts
of criminality and violence,
especially in the five SouthEast states of Abia, Ebonyi,
Enugu, Anambra and Imo.
There have been increased
attacks on security agencies
and facilities, government
facilities and high profile
individuals in the region since
Kanu’s arrest last year, which
have been blamed on the
group.
But IPOB has consistently
denied responsibility for the
attacks, reiterating that it is a
non-violent organisation.

NNPP: Kwankwaso Unopposed For
Presidential Ticket – Galadima
BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

A former member of the
board of trustees, BoT,
of the All Progressives
Congress, APC, Buba
Galadima, has declared
that Rabiu Kwankwaso is
the unopposed presidential
hopeful of the New Nigeria
Peoples Party, NNPP.
Galadima said that the
former Kano State governor
is the only person who
purchased the presidential
nomination form of the

NNPP.
Speaking on Politics
Today,
a
Channels
Television programme, the
one-time ally of President
Muhammadu
Buhari
said that the growing
prominence of NNPP is
making other political
parties jittery.
“There are only two
political parties in Nigeria
today: NNPP and the rest.
It is the winning party. It is
22 years old but reinvented
two months ago. We’ve seen

(shivers) across the spines
of all those that you fear
because they know that our
candidate will be the next
president of Nigeria, God
willing,” he said.
When asked to name the
candidate, he said: “We have
our forms, we have closed
the sale of forms. Only one
person bought the form to
become President. So, he is
unopposed.
“(He is) the only candidate
in Nigeria who is sure that
is going to be on the ballot

come March 2023.
“Senator Rabiu Musa
Kwankwaso is the only
politician in Nigeria that has
got the CV that nobody has
among all the flock that are
running across the country.
“He
was
Deputy
Speaker of the House of
Representatives. He was
a senator of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria. He was
defence minister. He was
ambassador plenipotentiary.
He was governor of Kano for
eight years.
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PFN Won’t
Vote For Any
Party Fielding
Muslim-Muslim
Candidates For
Presidency
- Wale Oke

In’t Family Day:
Farouq Empowers
30 Families In
Distress
BY BLESSING OTOBONG-GABRIEL,
ABUJA

FROM BY AKINTADE RICHARD, OSOGBO

National president of
Pentecostal
Fellowship
of Nigeria, PFN, Bishop
Francis
Wale
Oke
has declared that the
association would not
support any political
party that fielded MuslimMuslim tickets in the 2023
polls.
Bishop Oke spoke at
the weekend in Osogbo
during the celebration of
30th anniversary of PFN
in Osun State.
Oke in a statement
issued by the state director
of Media, Bishop Seun
Adeoye, explained that
Nigeria is a secular state
and that Christians would
not fold their arms and
allow a situation where the
president and vice would be
Muslims.
According to him, it
would also be wrong for a
Muslim to take over from
President Muhammadu
Buhari after eight years as
president.
“The church in Nigeria
is saying no to a MuslimMuslim ticket. We are
going to mobilise the
church
against
such
political party. PFN has 65
million people and we will
vote against such party.
“Obasanjo handed over
to Yar’adua, Yar’adua to
Jonathan and Jonathan to
Buhari and who else should
Buhari hands over to but a
Christian,” he said, calling
on all PFN members to
ensure they possess their
Permanent Voter’s Cards,
PVC, and vote out any bad
government.
On the killing of Deborah
Samuel in Sokoto, the PFN
president condemned those
who were killing in the name
of religion.
“Killing in the name
of religion is barbaric,
unrighteous, ungodly and
demonic. We want killings in
the name of religion to stop
in Nigeria.
“It is regrettable that one of
our daughters was stoned to
death and set ablaze. We urge
all religion leaders in Nigeria
to educate their adherents.
Nigeria is not again in stone
age. It is criminal offence
and the killers should be
fished out and brought to
book. They are killers and
the punishment meant for
killers be meted on them,”
he added.
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Gov Seyi Makinde of Oyo State (M); Speaker, Oyo State House of Assembly, Debo Ogundayin (3RD L); Secretary to Oyo State
Government, Olubamiwo Adeosun (5Th L) members of Oyo State cabinet and newly appointed Permanent Secretaries during
their inauguration by Gov Makinde in Ibadan on Friday. PHOTO: TIMOTHY ADEOGODIRAN/ICE/NAN

Suspected Kidnappers Kill
PDP Chieftain In Akwa Ibom
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT

Armed
suspected
kidnappers yesterday shot
dead a former chairman
of the Peoples Democratic
Party, PDP, in OrukAnam
Local Government Area
of Akwa Ibom State, Sir
Sylvester. J Ntefre.
It was learnt that the
PDP chieftain was killed
at about 8am yesterday at
his residence in Ekparakwa
community,
after
abducting and taking him
to a nearby bush.
The hoodlums came in a
black Jeep vehicle and shot
sporadically into the air to
scare away neighbours.
The gunshots attracted

youths
who
raised
the alarm and started
chasing the hoodlums,
eyewitnesses said.
One of the eyewitnesses
said: “By the time the
youths started to chase
the kidnappers , they had
already abducted the party
chief into the nearby bush
and shot him severally
while some members of
the gang who were waiting
in a standby black Jeep
abandoned it , ran out
of the car and escaped
through the bush.
It was gathered that the
youths quickly searched
the bush and discovered
the corpse of the party

chieftain lying in the pool
of his blood.
However, some residents
of Ekparakwa community
alleged that the victim was
politically
assassinated
because of he refused to
support the aspiration
of one of the House of
Assembly aspirants.
“This incident has some
political contents. The
deceased was known for
being upright in his stand
against some contenders in
House of Assembly race in
the area.
“This one has surprised
everybody.
Though
kidnapping has been
rampant in this community

in the last 8 months but
this one is politically
motivated.
“Every person kidnapped
in this community pays
ransom and regain freedom
but this is being killed,” a
member of the community
told our correspondent.
When contacted, the
state police spokesman,
SP Odiko Mcdon said he
had not received official
report on the incident but
promised to react once the
command is briefed.
“The command has not
received any report on the
incident yet. I will get back
to you when I am briefed,”
he said.

…As Gunmen Kill Three Family
Members In Benue
BY HENRY IBYA, MAKURDI

Gunmen suspected to be
Fulani herdsmen at the
weekend shot and killed
three family members
at Tatyough village, in
Mbalagh Ward of Makurdi
Local Government Area of
Benue State.
An eyewitness, Ashiekaa
Unule,
who
spoke
with Aljazirah Nigeria
yesterday in Makurdi,
said the attackers stormed
the village at about
7:30pm,when members
of the community were
relaxing after a hard

day’s work on their farms
and opened fire, killing
the victims who were
identified as Kwaghbee
Ukuma, Udoo Kwaghbee
and Tarnande Ukuma,
respectively.
The source further
revealed
that
Mrs
Kwaghbee was preparing
food in the kitchen while
the other two victims,
all members of the same
family, were siting outside
their house waiting for the
food, when the assailants
gruesomely
murdered
them.
A fleeing resident of

the community, who
simply gave his name as
Joseph, said members of
the community had been
thrown into fear following
the killings, as they no
longer go to their farms or
sleep with their two eyes
closed for fear of more
attacks after the incident.
Reacting to the incident
in Makurdi, a member of
the Benue State House of
Assembly representing
Makurdi North, Mr
Thomas Kudi described
the killings as barbaric.
The lawmaker, who
lamented
incessant

attacks on his constituents
by herders, said the
development had led
many people to flee their
homes, and appealed
to the federal and state
governments to provide
security in the affected
communities to enable the
people to continue with
their farm activities which
is their major occupation
and source of income.
Efforts to confirm the
attacks from the state
Police Public Relations
Officer, PPRO, SP Sewuese
Anene, at the time of filing
this report failed.

As Nigeria and the rest of
the world mark the 2022
International Day of Families,
the Minister of Humanitarian
Affairs, Disaster Management
and Social Development, Sadiya
Umar Farouq, at the weekend
empowered about 30 families
in distress.
The minister, who stated
this in a statement through the
deputy director Information,
Rhoda Ishaku Iliya, said the
ultimate goal of the ministry
was to improve the living
standard and enhance the
quality of life of families, the
poor and the vulnerable in the
society, saying the theme for
the 2022 International Day
of Families is “Families and
Urbanisation.’
According to her, “The
empowerment of the thirty
families is part of the Ministry’s
effort towards uplifting the
lives of families in the country
to mark the international day.
Some of the achievements
of the Ministry as regards
families include Family
Tracing and Re-unification,
Family Empowerment, Marital
Dispute Resolution, Family
Case Work Management,
provision of grants and micro
credit.
The Minister said that
the United Nations General
Assembly in its Resolution
47/237 beginning from 1993
has set aside May 15 every
year to be observed globally
by member states as the
International Day of Families.
She said the aim of the
International Day of Families
is to create awareness and
increase
knowledge
of
the social economic and
demographic process affecting
families around the world. The
observance of the day is to raise
awareness on issues relating
to family as the base unit and
building block of the society.
It also reflects the importance
international
community
attaches to families and its
situation globally.
“It aims to raise awareness on
the importance of sustainable
family, friendly urban policies.
Urbanisation is one of the
most important mega trends
shaping our world and the
live and wellbeing of families
worldwide.
“Sustainable urbanisation
is related to the achievements
of
several
Sustainable
Development Goals, SDGs, and
targets, such as SDG1 poverty
eradication, SDG 3 good health
and wellbeing; SDG 11make
cities and human settlement
inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable, SDG 10 reduce
inequality within and among
countries. All the above SDGs
and targets depend on how
well urbanisation is managed
to benefit families and enhance
the wellbeing of all generations
living in the cities.”
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German
Foundation To End
Farmers-Herders
Crises

Community Wants
INEC To Set Up More
PVC Registration,
Collection Centres
FCT

JOS

BY PAUL EFFIONG, ABUJA

FROM UKANDI ODEY, JOS

Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung
Foundation of Germany
has said it was introducing
result-based activities and
a roadmap towards ending
famers-herders crises in
North-Central Nigeria.
The foundation stated this
at a roundtable discussion
on the root cause of
farmers-herders crisis in
North-Central
Nigeria,
organised by CHARIS
Healthcare and Community
Support Initiative, a nongovernmental organisation
based in Jos.
According
to
the
foundation, understanding
the root cause of the
problem is key to ending the
menace which has cost lots
of lives and properties over
the years.
A highlight of the event
was free distribution and
review of a reference book
capturing a research report
on the root cause of farmersherders crisis in the zone.
The research, funded by
the Rosa Luxemburg Stiffing
Foundation, was undertaken
by two lecturers of the
Department of Sociology,
University of Jos, Plangshak
Musa Suchi and Sallek Yaks
Musa.
According to the brochure,
the study carried out
72 in-depth interviews
with traditional rulers,
community leaders, religious
leaders,
representatives
of
local
government
authority, farmers, herders,
security agencies, and
members of the civil society
across selected affected
communities in North
Central states with a view
to understanding the root
cause of the farmers-herders
crisis in the region.
The findings revealed
that the crisis was caused
by multiple but interrelated
socio-economic and political
factors associated with the
structure of the society and
the character of the Nigerian
state with the immediate
trigger of the crisis often
being the destruction of
food crops by cattle and/or
cattle rustling by criminal
elements.
“Beyond these manifest
causes, some deeper and
more fundamental factors
propelling the crisis were
equally identified. Principal
among these include scarcity
of economic resources,
especially arable land and
fresh water, which some of
the participants associated
with explosion in human
and animal population.

Vice President Yemi Osinbajo (M); on arrival at Dutse International Airport, for the APC Stakeholders Meeting in
Dutse on Saturday (14/5/22). With him are Chairman APC Dutse, JIgawa State, Chapter, Alhaji Aminu Gumel (2nd
L) and others APC leaders. PHOTO: SUMAILA IBRAHIM/TA/NAN

Gombe Govt Refutes Alleged
Threat To Citizen’s Life
GOMBE

Gombe State government
has debuked threat to the
life of citizen, Bala Sani, over
his criticism on the state
government of planned
establishment of an industrial
park in the state.
Sani had in a post on the
his Facebook page criticised
the Governor Muhammad
Inuwa Yahya administration
for planning to establish an
industrial park in the state,
project he said only the
Nigeria Export Processing
Zones Authority, NEPZA,
could approve.
According to Sani, “If we
take a cursory look at the way
and manner the Gombe State
government of Muhammad
Inuwa Yahya is bragging over
the construction of industrial
park and Special Economic
Zones, SEZs, is laughable.
“It would be recall that
during the presentation
of
PMB’s
(President
Muhammadu Buhari) Budget
of Economic Recovery and
Growth in 2017 fiscal year,
allocated N250,000,000,000
for the development of
industrial park and Special
Economic Zones in 6
geopolitical zones, which
comprises Sokoto, Kebbi,
Benue, Kwara, Bayalsa, Edo,
Enugu, Abia, Lagos, Ogun,
Gombe and Bauchi.
“After
accenting
the
appropriation
bill,
N46,000,000,000
was
released to finance the
survey, feasibility studies,
master planning, engineering

design, environmental impact
analysis and other predevelopmental expenses in the
aforementioned beneficiary
states.
“Out of the N46 billion
released, Gombe State
Industrial Park and SEZs
allotted N3.8billion for
survey, feasibility study and
environment impact analysis,
etc.
“Now back to the politics
behind the location of SEZs
to Gombe. It was Senator
Muhammad Danjuma Goje
that lobbied to locate the
zone in Gombe State; it’s
also recalled he was the
chairman, Senate Committee
on Appropriation from 2015
to 2019. That time, Governor
Inuwa Yahaya was not near the
Government House not to talk
more of being the governor of
the state. As the reason why
the project did not kick-start,
it was because the state is not
controlled by APC. That is just
it. Sen Danjuma Goje doesn’t
want PDP government to
lay the foundation of the
project. I believe his reason is
not far fetch from the soured
relationship he had with the
party.
“PMB
proposed
the
establishment and budget
estimate of the SEZs in the
2017 fiscal year; the National
Assembly approved it. The
site location of the zones is
solely the responsibility of the
executive arm of government.
That’s where lobbying comes
in. The then Senate president,
Sen Bukola Saraki, lobbied

one of the SEZs to be located
in Kwara State; the deputy
Senate president, Senator
Ike Ekweremadu lobbied for
Enugu, the then speaker of
the House of Representatives,
Rt. Honorable Yakubu Dogara
lobbied for Bauchi; Senator
Muhammad Danjuma Goje
lobbied for Gombe; Senator
Wamakko lobbied for Sokoto;
Senator Alero lobbied for
Kebbi; the then managing
director, being the CEO of
NEPZA, Barr. Emmanuel
Jimme located one of the SEZs
to his home state.
“All these struggles were
done when Muhammad Inuwa
Yahaya was in his Zone 4 office
managing his businesses and
contracts.”
The
critic
therefore
expressed surprise by the
“antics” of the Gombe
State government over the
industrial park project in the
state, accusing the director
of Press Affairs, Gombe
State Government House,
Uba Misilli and his team of
“spreading lies” about the
project.
However, reacting to Sani’s
outburst in a statement titled
‘RE: Stop Boasting Over the
‘Industrial Park’ Project Putting the Records Straight,’
signed by Mr Uba Misilli, the
state government decried
what it described as “malicious
and baseless publication” by
the critic.
It noted that the industrial
park was “a well thought out
idea of our visionary, forward
looking and focused governor,

Muhammadu Inuwa Yahaya,
who during an official visit
to Russia with Mr. President
in 2019 made the first public
declaration to establish
the Muhammadu Buhari
Park. The park is a 1000
hectare freehold land located
within the proximity of the
40 megawatts Dadinkowa
dam and on the Gombe- Biu
highway.
“This
pronouncement
was followed with the
commissioning of a team
of reputable consultants to
conduct a feasibility, draw out
a plan and bills of quantities
for the project as well as
an environmental impact
assessment. Having concluded
their job and submitted to
government their report, the
Gombe State government
compensated the landowners
and thereafter began a
transparent bid process
with adverts in newspapers
requesting for companies to
bid for various projects within
the Phase one of the park.
“These processes culminated
in the submission of the
winning bids to the State
executive council. The Gombe
state executive council having
satisfied itself that due process
was followed approved the
award of contract for the
provision of infrastructure
in Phase 1 of the park in the
sum of N16.4bn. Funds for
the project are expected to be
sourced by the state owned
company, the Gombe revenue
optimisation company limited
(GROCOL).”

Community under the Abuja
Municipal Area Council,
AMAC, has called on the
Independent
National
Electoral Commission, INEC,
to set up more registration
and collection centres for
the Permanent Voters Cards,
PVC.
In an exclusive interview
with the village head of Kado/
Life Camp in Abuja at the
weekend, Chief Ezu Dalami
Audu alleged that many of
his subjects of voting age
had been disenfranchised in
previous elections, urging the
INEC to act promptly on his
request.
Chief
Audu
also
pleaded with the Federal
Capital
Development
Administration,
FCDA,
to
urgently
upgrade
roads leading to the Kado
International Fish Market
in order to attract more
businesses to his community
and the FCT at large.
“Let the status of the fish
market be upgraded along
with dualisation of the roads
that lead to it so that more
investors and investments
can come in,” he appealed.
On his achievements
since assumption of office
as the traditional head of the
community, Audu explained
that most of the structures
within his villages, such
as L.E.A primary schools,
the police outpost n, the
electrification projects and
transformers among others
exist through singular
community efforts, adding
that the most important
achievements he can boast
of is peace within his people.
On his assessment of the
outgoing
administration
of Hon. Abdullahi Candido
in AMAC, he alleged that
he had performed below
expectations, expressing the
optimism on the ability of the
current chairman-elect, Hon.
Christopher Zakka, to make
great different.

Yakubu
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Niger Banditry:
We’ve Lost Fate In
Government
– Lawmaker

Man Gets Five Years Jail For Attacking
Woman With Machete In Benue

NIGER

BENUE

FROM SAMSON ALFA, MINNA

BY HENRY IBYA, MAKURDI

As attacks by bandits
continued without abating
in Shiroro and Munya
Local Government Areas
of Niger State, a member
representing the area in the
state House of Assembly,
Abdullahi Afizi has said
their several appeals to
government yielded no
positive response.
Abdullahi stated this in
a telephone interview with
Aljazirah Nigeria yesterday
in Minna following renewed
attacks by bandits in Shiroro
communities since last
Thursday.
“For the past seven years,
despite several appeals to the
government, it has not taken
major proactive actions to
finally free the people of
the area from the menace of
bandits. In fact, we are tired;
our only hope is God,” the
lawmaker lamented.
He said bandits numbering
over 200 yesterday morning
continued their operations
which started since last
Thursday at Mutun Daya and
some villages, and were seen
heading to Farin Doki after
rustling over 1,000 cattle.
Hon. Abdullahi further
explained that the motive
of the bandits now wais only
rustling of cattle as since
their operations last week
nobody was killed, only one
person was said to have been
injured.
Also in a separate
letter from Munya Local
Government Area sent
to Aljazirah Nigeria in
Minna yesterday, signed by
Nurudeen Ishaku Daza, the
people blamed Governor
Abubakar Sani Bello for his
alleged lackadaisical attitude
to liberate the people from
the bandits’ havocs.
“It is the responsibility
and the primary priority of
every serious government
to protect the life and the
property of its citizens, but
in Munya Local Government
Area, reverse is the case
“For the past one month,
virtually every day the people
of the area were at the mercy
of God due to no end in sight
over the frequent attacks on
the people.
“Terrorists are freely
operating in a broad
daylight in Munya and some
communities under Shiroro
Local Government Area. As
I am writing this letter this
morning, there’s a report
that the bandits are currently
sacking some xommunities in
the area,” the said.
Ishaku expressed concern
that the people of Munya had
been crippled as they can no
longer go to farm or market.

Twenty-five- ear-old man,
Emmanuel Lubem, of Km 17,
Akile village in Benue State has
been convicted and sentenced
to five years imprisonment
with option of N40,000 fine,
for trespass, attacking and
injuring a 68-year-old woman

with a machete.
Prosecution had informed
the court that on May 3, 2022,
Mr Thomas Gboro of Km17
Akile village, along Makurdi/
Gboko road, reported to
the police that the convict
trespassed into their resident
and attacked their 68-yearold mother, Mrs Mbakoson
Ijirgba, with a machete,

through which the victim
sustained injuries.
When the case came up for
hearing, the convict pleaded
guilty to the charges but said
he attacked the victim because
she called him a wicked man,
and equally promised to
poison him.
Delivering judgement, the
trial magistrate, Mrs Regina

Alashi advised youths in the
society to show respect to their
elders, expressing displeasure
that the convict during the
trial did not show any sign of
repentance.
She thereforeordered that
the accused serve a jail term
of five years which should run
concurrently or to pay a fine
of N40,000.

NDLEA Raids Four States, Seizes 203,879 Tramadol Tablets
FCT

National
Drug
Law
Enforcement
Agency,
NDLEA, has seized 203,
879 tablets of various
pharmaceutical opioids and
illicit substances in raids
across Abia, Kaduna, Yobe
and Kogi States.
The
agency,
which
disclosed this yesterday
in a statement by its
spokesperson, Mr Fem
Babafemi, in Abuja, said
it also foiled fresh bids
by drug cartels to export
tramadol, ecstasy MDMA
and cannabis to Milan,
Italy and Dubai, through
the Murtala Muhammed
International
Airport,
MMIA, Ikeja, Lagos.
Babafemi said that five
members of a syndicate, in
the business of conducting
fake recruitment into
security agencies were also
arrested in coordinated
operations in Zamfara,
Kebbi and Bauchi States.
Babafemi said a female
passenger was arrested at
the Lagos airport, May 9,
while trying to board Royal
Air Moroc flight from Lagos
via Casablanca to Milan,
Italy, with 1000 tablets of
tramadol 200mg concealed
in food items.
He said five days after,
a freight agent was also
arrested at the SAHCO
cargo shed of the airport for
attempting to export food
items in which were hidden
blocks of cannabis weighing
6.65kg and 24grams of
ecstasy drug, MDMA to
Dubai in UAE.
“In Abia, three trucks

loaded with drugs coming
from Lagos and Onitsha,
Anambra were intercepted
in Aba, Abia. When properly
searched in the presence of
the owners on Wednesday
May 11, 67,100 tablets/
capsules of Tramadol
and 12,650 ampules of
pentazocine, morphine and
dopamine were recovered.
”On the same day, NDLEA
operatives in Kaduna
arrested a notorious drug
dealer, wanted by the
Kastina Command of the
agency for jumping bail.
”’Recovered from him
include: 45,000 tablets
of Diazepam weighing
41.5kg; 50,000 tablets of
Exol, weighing 15.6kg;
1,500 tablets of Rohypnol
weighing 700 grams and
300 bottles of codeine
weighing 41.5kg,” he said.
‘According to him, in
Yobe, no fewer than 7,029
tablets of Tramadol, D5,
and Exol as well as 1.5kg
cannabis were recovered
from a drug dealer, when
his hideout was raided in
Unguru town May 8, while
in Rivers another suspect
was arrested at Eleme area
on May 11 with 207.2kg
cannabis.
“No less than 19,600
tablets of Tramadol coming
from Onitsha, Anambra to
Abuja were intercepted and
recovered along Okene/
Abuja highway on May 11
by NDLEA operatives in
Kogi.
“Meanwhile,
five
members of a syndicate,
which conducts fake
recruitment into security
agencies, have been arrested

Marwa

in coordinated operations in
Zamfara, Kebbi and Bauchi
States.
Leader of the gang, was
first arrested in Gusau,
Zamfara. He said his
criminal gang issued fake
NDLEA
employment
letters and identity cards
to unsuspecting members
of the public for the sum of
N400, 000 per person.
“A follow up operation in
Zuru, Kebbi led to the arrest
of another gang member,
while three others; were
nabbed in Bauchi State.
“Recovered
from
them include: a fake
NDLEA ID card; NDLEA
guarantor form; INEC
offer of appointment
letter; Nigerian Customs
Special Replacement Form
and appointment letter;
Nigerian
Correctional
Service
Replacement

Form; credentials of some
applicants; receipts and
passport photos; five sim
packs and one MTN SIM
card.”
”Chairman/Chief
Executive of NDLEA, retired
Brig. Gen. Buba Marwa
commended the officers
and men of the MMIA,
Abia, Kaduna, Yobe, Rivers
and Kogi for the arrests and
seizures.
”He equally acknowledged
the
well-conducted
operations in Zamfara,
Kebbi and Bauchi States
that nailed five members of
a criminal gang scamming
innocent job seekers with
fake employment letters.
”He urged them and
their compatriots across
all commands not to rest
on their oars; but continue
to aspire to beat previous
records,” Babafemi said.

CHANGE OF NAME

DOOWUESE

I, formerly known and addressed as ATEDZE LINDA
DOOWUESE, now wish to be known and addressed
as ATEDZE DOOWUESE. And DOB is 2/7/2002 not
2/7/2001. All former documents remain valid. The
general public should please take note.
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Why NASS Must
Okay Demand For
Mayor, Minister
- FCT Lawmaker

FCT

BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA

Lawmaker
representing
Abuja
Municipal
Area
Council,
AMAC,
and
Bwari Area Council federal
constituency at the House
of Representatives, Hon.
Micah Jiba has called on the
National Assembly to ensure
it considers and approve
the demand of the original
inhabitants of the territory for
mayoral status and ministerial
slot.
Jiba, who is vice chairman,
House Committee on FCT,
stated this during a chat with
newsmen at the weekend in
Abuja.
He said the approval would
ensure that FCT people were
treated equally with other
Nigerians and help further
strengthen unity and peaceful
co-existence, as well as booster
the nation’s socio-economic
development.
Recalled that the issue of
mayoral status and ministerial
appointment for FCT during
the recent constitution
amendment process did very
well at the lower chamber, but
was killed at the Senate.
Jiba also called for
compensation
and
resettlement for FCT original
inhabitants, as they have
nowhere else to go in the
nearest future.
“What we are fighting at
the National Assembly - that
issue of Mayoral status and
Ministerial slot, the National
Assembly should approve
such demand, so that we can
be like other Nigerians.
“Abuja as the FCT has come
to stay, and this is not the first
nation’s capital city that have
been enjoying what we are
agitating for- like the mayoral
status is that the period
that states are conducting
gubernatorial
elections,
they should be allowed to
elect their mayor or mayoral
council.
“People living in Lagos are
human beings, and people
living in Abuja are equally
humans created by God not
man. So our request is that
if Lagos people are electing
their governor and members
of state assembly, we should
also be allowed to do likewise.
“Then, if they are appointing
Ministers for the federation,
FCT indigenes should be
appointed too as they were
in the Territory before the
relocation of nation’s capital
to Abuja.
“I’m above 50 years, and
the coming of the FCT is not
up to 50 years, that will tell
that people were here before
it came. And we are not
saying that the issue of the
Ministerial slot should not
come to only one tribe alone,”
he stressed.
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“I can’t stress the importance of working
hard enough, work on all aspects of your
game. If you does that and you have the
ability, you’ll come through.”
–Frank Lampard

Andrew Symonds, Ex
Australian Cricketer Dies
In Car Crash

Former Australia cricketer Andrew
Symonds died aged 46 after being involved
in a car crash.
The all-rounder played 26 Tests, 198
one-day internationals, and 14 Twenty20s
for Australia between 1998 and 2009.
A powerful battery, canny bowler, and
fine fielder, Symonds was part of two
50-over World Cup wins and Australia’s
Ashes victory over England in 2006-07.
Queensland police said early
information indicated Symonds’ car “left
the roadway and rolled”.
A statement added: “Emergency
services attempted to revive the 46-yearold driver and sole occupant; however, he
died of his injuries.
“The forensic crash unit is investigating”.
Symonds’ wife Laura told the Brisbane
Courier-Mail: “We are still in shock - I’m
just thinking of the two kids”.
Cricket Australia said it was “shocked
and saddened by the news.

Mane, Salah Add To Africa’s FA Cup Landmarks
Liverpool’s African stars wrote another chapter
in the continent’s long history of FA Cup final
landmarks
Liverpool’s five African stars clinched the FA
Cup final on Saturday as they defeated Chelsea
on penalties, with Mason Mount missing the
decisive spot-kick for the Blues.
It was a tricky afternoon for Liverpool’s
quintet, with Mohamed Salah departing the
field injured early on and Sadio Mane missing

No fewer than 20 arm wrestlers, on
Saturday, contested at the Nigeria Arm
Wrestling Federation championships, held
at Captain’s Bar, Ilupeju, Lagos.
The championships, which drew
participants from Nigeria, Cameroon,
Ghana, and Togo, were also a prelude
to the major tournament, slated for July.
President of Nigeria Arm Wrestling
Federation, Samuel Jackson, said that
the event was aimed at preparing athletes
for the major championship coming up
in July.
The arm wrestlers competed in the 62kg
-73kg, 80k -90kg, and 94kg-100kg for
the male participants, while the females
competed in the 60kg- 90kg and 80kg100kg, with the winner in each category
going home with N100,000.
Jackson said that since the COVID-19
pandemic lockdown, the federation was
just having its first championship, to the
delight of all passionate fans and arm
wrestlers.
“This is a unique opportunity for us to
once again come together as a Federation,
and we are so happy to organize the
championships.
“We have participants from Cameroon,
Ghana, Togo, and other parts of Nigeria.
“We are also looking forward to
the bigger one coming up from July
19 and July 27, which is the African
Championships, in Lagos.

his penalty in the shootout.
Nonetheless, that pair plus Ibrahima Konate, Jo
Matip and Naby Keita add to their trophy haul w
the Merseysideiders, with Mane becoming on
the third player after Riyad Mahrez and Laur
to win the Africa Cup of Nations and the FA C
final in the same year.
It’s the latest African landmark in a long list
standout achievements by the continent’s stars
the FA Cup final.

Finally, NFF Appoints José Peseiro
Head Coach Of Super Eagles

BY JOEL AJAYI

20 Athletes
Compete In
Arm Wrestling
Championships
In Lagos
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After weeks of intrigue, the Nigeria Football
Federation on Sunday announced the appointment
of a serial Portuguese failure, Mr. José Santos
Peseiro as the new Head Coach of the Senior Men
National Team, Super Eagles.
NFF in a statement noted that Mr. Peseiro’s
appointment is with immediate effect, subject
to the signing of agreed terms between him and
the NFF.
NFF however did not disclose the duration of
Mr Peseiro’s appointment but confirmed that the
Portuguese will take charge if Super Eagles start
from the Mexico and Ecuador friendly matches
later in the month.
José Vitor dos Santos Peseiro, 62 last month, is
a Portuguese who played as a striker in his days
and has wide and varied experience coaching top
Clubs and National Teams across four different
continents, namely Europe, Asia, Africa, and
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South America.
An educationist with a degree in physical
education/sports sciences, Peseiro has top-level
coaching qualifications/training and has coached at
Sporting Lisbon, FC Porto, Panathinaikos, Rapid
Bucharest, Sporting Braga, Vitoria Guimaraes,
Al-Hilal, Al-Wahda, Al-Ahly Cairo, Sharjah FC
and Real Madrid ,Assistant coach during the
Galacticos era, as well as serving as Head Coach
of the Saudi Arabian and Venezuelan National
Teams.
Peseiro is expected to lead out the Super Eagles
for the first time during the upcoming tour of
the United States of America, during which the
three-time African champions will slug it out
with Mexico and Ecuador ‘A’ Teams in prestige
friendly’s. The Eagles will tango with the El Tri
at the AT & T Stadium in Dallas, the State of
Texas on Saturday, 28th May before flying to New
Jersey to confront Ecuador at the Red Bull Arena
in Harrison on Thursday, 2nd June.
The NFF also announced that former Nigeria
international forward; Finidi George will now be
1st Assistant to Peseiro, with Salisu Yusuf now
to be 2nd Assistant as well as Head Coach of the
CHAN and U23 National Teams. Usman Abdallah
is 3rd Assistant while Eboboritse Uwejamomere
will be the Match Analyst and another former
Nigeria international, Ike Shorunmu will be the
Goalkeepers’ Trainer.
Mr. Peseiro succeeds Augustine Eguavoen who
held the position of interim but was sacked after
he failed to qualify the team for the 2022 World
Cup in Qatar later this year

Ekiti FA Boss Urges Stakeholders To
Re-strategise On Ways Forward
Warns against stopping NFF elections

BY JOEL AJAYI

In a reaction to the ongoing court case that
has stopped the NFF AGM from holding, the
Chairman of Ekiti State Football Association,
Bayo Olanlege has thrown up a challenge to
all genuinely concerned stakeholders to ensure
elections are held for a new NFF board.
Speaking on Sunday he said that contrary
to opinions expressed in the Nigerian football
community, the current statutes of the NFF are
not lopsided.
According to him, I am miffed that a group
of stakeholders took the Nigeria Football
Federation to court with a claim that the almost
ending tenure is illegal. Very unfortunate that
they realized this after more than three years of
the existence of the Nigeria Football Federation
Executive Committee that came into being after
the Katsina Elective Congress.
“The claim no matter how real and genuine
is belated, all that I suggest should be the focus
now is how we all as stakeholders set the Nigeria
Football Federation Elections process ball
rolling”, Olanlege remarked.
“There is another claim that the Nigeria
Football Federation, NFF, Congress is not well
composed and does not give a full representation
of all stakeholders. To this, I wish to state that
I feel the opposite is the case and that the NFF

Congress as of today, represents the majority
of the stakeholders within the Nigeria football
ecosystem.
The awards-winning youthful football
administrator continued; “The Players Union,
Referees Association, Nigeria League Bodies
and the Coaches Association all have their
representatives while the States Football
Ecosystem ,Referees Councils, State chapters of
Players Union, etc, are also represented by the
State Chairmen and Secretaries. Therefore, the
claim that the State Football Associations have an
unfair advantage over others is to me, quite untrue.

Group Plans Legal Action Aga
Following the unpopular and unilateral
decision of the Minister of Youth and
Sports Development, Sunday Dare to ban
Nigeria basketball from participating in
international competitions for two years,
a group of sports journalists, stakeholders,
and enthusiasts under the aegis of Friends
of Nigeria Sports ,FSN, have in a disclosed
its plans to institute legal action against the
sports minister.
In the strongly-worded release signed
by FNS’ President Dipreiye Thompson,
it described the 2 years ban as callous,
retrogressive, and autocratic.
“The decision to ban Nigeria from
international basketball by Sunday Dare
is nothing but callous, autocratic, and
retrogressive. We consider his action as a
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l ‘ll Be Fit For Champions League Final – Salah
Salah eases Liverpool’s injury fears as he
claims he will be ready for the Champions
League final
The forward was in danger of missing
the Reds’ final, decisive matches of the
season after going down at Wembley
Mohamed Salah insists he will be fit
to feature in the Champions League final
after sustaining an injury in the first half
of the FA Cup final.
The Egypt star lasted just over half an
hour of Saturday’s clash with Chelsea at
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Wembley before his withdrawal due to a
sore groin.
But the attacker and coach Jurgen Klopp
downplayed the damage, with Salah
saying he will be fit to help Liverpool as
they chase Manchester City in the Premier
League title race and prepare to face Real
Madrid in the Champions League final.
The final at Wembley was poised at 0-0
after 30 minutes when Salah went down
in pain.
The forward looked in significant

EPL Title Within Manchester City Reach Despite West Ham Draw

Manchester City came back from two
goals down for the first time under Pep
Guardiola to earn a point at West Ham
which means victory over Aston Villa
on the final day will see them crowned
champions.
City’s grip on the Premier League title
was looking distinctly shaky at the break as
the Hammers led thanks to Jarrod Bowen’s
well-taken double.

But Jack Grealish struck for the visitors
four minutes after the re-start and Vladimir
Coufal headed Riyad Mahrez’s free-kick
into his own net as City avoided defeat after
coming back from two goals down in a topflight game for the first time since 2012.
They even had a chance to win it five
minutes from time but Lukasz Fabianski
saved Mahrez’s penalty after Craig Dawson
had fouled Gabriel Jesus.

Guardiola looked devastated at that. But
given the situation they found themselves
in at the break, with Liverpool potentially
having the chance to catch them when they
play on Tuesday, the final outcome was
positive for the visitors.
It certainly was for West Ham, who have
qualified for European football through
their league position in successive seasons
for the first time in their history.

discomfort and it quickly became apparent
that he would play no further part in the
final.
Diogo Jota was sent on in his stead,
while Liverpool now faces a nervous wait
to discover the extent of his injury.
Salah walked through the mixed zone
after the match and was asked by a reporter
about his injury.
“I’m good”, he said and was then asked
if he will be fit to play in the Champions
League final. He replied: “Of course”.

Nigeria’s Ofili Strikes
Triple Gold In
America

Nigerian Sprinter, Favour Ofili has
continued a fantastic run on the American
collegiate circuit after scooping three
titles at the Southeastern Conference
Championships, SEC.
Ofili started off by running the second
leg for Louisiana State University in
the 4x100m relay as they clocked a
season’s best of 42.59s to finish first
ahead of Kentucky, 42.63s, and Texas
A & M ,43.38s.
The 19-year-old then struck gold
again in the 100m with a time of 10.93s
which equals her personal best to place
first ahead of her main rival Abby
Steiner ,11.02s, of Kentucky and Jada
Baylark ,11.24s, of Arkansas.
She claimed a stunning victory in
the 200m clocking 22.04s to beat Abby
Steiner ,22.07 seconds, again with
Talitha Diggs of Florida placing third
with a time of 22.64s.
Ofili scored 22½ points by herself as
team LSU placed third with 96½ points
at the Southeastern Conference Outdoor
Championships
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“For me, good football is not about how many
skills you show or how many players you beat.
It’s about making the right decision every time
you have the ball.” – Juan Mata
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calculated attempt to destroy the impressive
achievements of Engr. Musa Kida led the
board in the last four years.
“We understand also that Sunday Dare
is playing out the mischievous scripts of
his friends, who are bent on preventing the
return of Musa Kida in order to cover up
the past nefarious and fraudulent activities
of the Tijani Umar’s board.
“FNS has uncovered a litany of corrupt
and fraudulent activities of Tijani Umar and
we are equally aware of the desperation of
Sunday Dare to protect these unwholesome
acts”, it stated.
“We have therefore mobilized our
lawyers to begin legal proceedings against
Sunday Dare on behalf of all concerned
stakeholders in Nigeria sports because we

Tennis: Players Appeal For Support To Participate In International Competition
consider the ban placed on basketball as a
calculated action to stop the socio-economic
development of the average sports-loving
Nigerian youth”, it concluded.

BY JOEL AJAYI

A cross-section of wheelchair players on Saturday in
Abuja has urged the Federal Government, Nigeria Tennis
Federation ,NTF, and Non-Governmental Organisations
,NGOs, to support them in participating in major
international competition
Some of them who spoke with Journalists at the just
concluded DavNotch National Tennis Championship in
Abuja said this is the only avenue for them to participate
in the 2024 Paralympic Games in Paris.
Alexander Adewale, the seeded number one Wheelchair
tennis player said they really need the support of the
NTF and Nigeria Wheelchair Federation so that they can
participate in several international competitions.
“We have been playing local competitions; we need to go
out for more International wheelchair competitions so that
we can have a chance to qualify for the Paralympics Games.
“We appeal to the sponsor of the competition, the Federal
Government, Ministry and private Organisations, NTF and

Wheelchair Tennis Federation“, he said.
William Ukari, the seeded number four wheelchair
tennis player said the major challenge affecting them as
disabled players is a lack of sponsorship
As Omisore Kafayat who is seeded number one
wheelchair tennis player said they need a modern
wheelchair to participate in International.
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Mataimakin Mataimakin Gani na Jihar Ribas Ipalibo Harry-Banigo (3rd r); Mataimakin Xanjan, Ignatius Ajuru Jami’ar INGANE (IAE), Farfesa Onucuku (2nd r); Kwamishinan Ribas na Ilimi, Farfesa
Karenye Ebeku (3R L); Wife na jihar Bayelsa Gloria Dueye-Diri (2nd L) da sauransu, a cikin shekaru 39/40 da aka yanke na IAE, kwanan nan. HOTO: NAN

Kotun ECOWAS Ta Samar Da Dabarun Qarfafa Haxin Kan Yankuna ‘Yan Kasuwa Sun
BY AMEH GEORGE

Kotun ECOWAS ta bayar da
shawarar hanyoyin da za su dace
da qasashe mambobin qungiyar
ta yadda za su amince da su don
qarfafa ajandar haxewar yankin na
ECOWAS. Kotun ECOWAS xin
ta bayyana shawarwarin a cikin
sanarwar da ta fitar a ranar Lahadin
da ta gabata bayan taron qasa da
qasa na tsawon mako guda a birnin
Praia na qasar Cape Verde, da nufin
qarfafa dunqulewar yankin ta hanyar
ingantaccen tsarin shari’a.
Shawarwarin sun biyo bayan
nasarar shawarwarin da bai wuce
250 mahalarta taron ba waxanda
suka haxa da Alqalai daga qasashe
mambobin qungiyar, masana, da
dai sauransu. Mahalarta taron sun
ba da shawarwari a kowane fanni na

ayyukan ECOWAS da suka dace don
qarfafa ajandar haxin gwiwar Afirka
ta Yamma.
Kazalika, sanarwar ta yi nuni da
cewa, kowace jiha tana bin dokokin
da kundin tsarin mulkin da qasar
ya tanada, kuma dole ne a tabbatar
da cewa an bi waxannan dokokin
da kuma aiwatar da su, don haka
muhimmancin rawar da kotun
ECOWAS za ta taka, “Ana ba da
shawarar cewa ya kamata a qarfafa
ayyukan ECOWAS ta hanyar inganta
ikon Hukumar tare da bai wa Kotu
ikon sauraron qararrakin da wasu
mutane suka shigar dangane da
dokokin ECOWAS.
“Qungiyar ECOWAS ba ta cika
wa’adin ba, don haka ne ya sa tsarin
haxin kai da kuma tsammanin yin
aiki da shi.

“Ana ba da shawarar cewa a samar
da tsarin sa ido da tantancewa don
ci gaba da tantance shirye-shiryen
kowace Jiha da mambobi kan
manufofin da aka sa gaba. “ hakan
na nufin taimaka wa waxanda ba
su da hannu ko samun ci gaba mai
kyau don cimma burin. “An ba da
shawarar cewa ECOWAS ta samar
da tsarin da za ta sa ido kan aiwatar
da dokokin Membobin Al’umma da
kuma qarfafa ayyukan tsari da haxin
kai.
” (Yana nan kan doka) don cimma
babban matsayi na ‘Supranationalism’
wajibi ne a samar da haxin kai. “Ya
kamata qasashe mambobin qungiyar
ECOWAS da ECOWAS su yi qoqarin
bai wa ‘yan ECOWAS damar taka
rawa sosai a tsarin haxewar. “Wannan
ya kamata ya kasance ta hanyar

xaukar matakai don tabbatar da
daidaiton siyasa da samar da yanayin
doka don aiwatar da manufofin haxin
gwiwar tattalin arziki.”
Dangane da saka hannun jari,
ta buqaci qasashe mambobin
qungiyar, al’ummomin da suka karvi
baquncinsu da masu zuba jari domin
su binciko tsarin warware taqaddamar
kotun ECOWAS bisa bin qa’idojin
saka hannun jari na ECOWAS.
Wannan ya lura zai inganta
saka hannun jari kai tsaye a cikin
Al’umma.
“Ya kamata qasashe mambobin
qungiyar su tabbatar da aiwatar da
manufofin zuba jari na ECOWAS da
qa’idoji a matsayin tsarin doka xaya
na tattalin arziki don ingantawa,
sauqaqewa, kariya da kuma xorewar
saka hannun jari a kan iyakokin.”

2023 : Masu Neman Takarar Shugaban Qasa 3 Suka Yanki Tikiti
A NNPP – Shugabanta Na Qasa
Jam’iyyar NNPP, ta ce aqalla, ‘yan
takara uku ne suka nuna aniyarsu
na neman tikitin tsayawa takarar
shugabancin qasar nan a zaven
2023 mai zuwa. Dakta Boniface
Aniebonam, shugaban jam’iyyar
NNPP na qasa kuma wanda ya kafa,
shi ne ya bayyana hakan ranar Lahadi
a Legas. Aniebonam, ya bayyana cewa
makomar jam’iyyar ta yi haske sosai da
manyan ‘yan siyasa da suka shigo cikin
jama’a, ya bayyana tsohon gwamnan
Kano, Rabi’u Kwankwaso a matsayin
xaya daga cikin manyan jiga-jigan da
suka jawo hankulan ‘yan siyasa masu
tarin yawa.
A cewarsa, farin jinin jam’iyyar
NNPP na ci gaba da yaxuwa a yankin
Arewaci da Kudancin qasar inda
take qoqarin samar da ingantaccen
shugabanci wanda zai samar da
sabuwar Nijeriya a 2023. “Qofar
NNPP a buxe take ga duk wani xan
Nijeriya na gari da ya jagoranci Nijeriya
a wannan mawuyacin hali.
Da zarar ya kasance cikin

qayyadaddun lokaci, qofar a buxe
take. “Aqalla mutane uku ne suka nuna
aniyar tsayawa takarar shugaban qasa
a dandalin NNPP.
Na ga fastocinsu, xaya daga Arewa,
xaya daga Kudu maso Gabas, wani
kuma daga Kudu maso Yamma. Muna
sa ran qarin wasu.”
Aniebonam ya bayyana cewa
jam’iyyar tana nan tare da ’yan takara
masu gaskiya waxanda burinsu shi ne
samar da sabuwar Nijeriya. Da yake
bayyana dalilin da ya sa jam’iyyar ke
qara samun karvuwa a Arewa fiye
da na Kudu, Aniebonam ya ce siyasa
“wata sana’a ce da aka fi fahimta a
Arewa”, ya qara da cewa, jam’iyyar
kuma tana qara yaxuwa a kudancin
Nijeriya.
Ya ce jam’iyyar ta daxe tana wayar
da kan jama’a kuma a shirye take ta
yaxa manufofinta a ko’ina. “A cikin
watanni biyun nan, mun gudanar da
zavukan ‘yan majalisa tun daga shiyyar,
qananan hukumomi, jiha zuwa qasa
baki daya a faxin tarayya.

“NNPP ba jam’iyyar jiya ba ce,
jam’iyya ce da ta samu ci gaba a
hankali. Muna da duk sassan tarayya.
Muna zuwa kuma za mu kasance
a can,” in ji shi. Aniebonam ya ce
jam’iyyar NNPP ta daxe tana jan
zarenta a wasu yankunan Kudu maso
Yamma, Kudu maso Gabas da kuma
Kudu maso Kudu, inda ya ce nan ba
da jimawa ba jam’iyyar za ta fitar da
dabarun yaqin neman zaventa.
Dangane da yadda NNPP ta yi
niyyar samun sahihan ‘yan takara don
ba da tikitin jam’iyyar a shekarar 2023,
Aniebonam ya ce za a gudanar da
binciken da zai duba tarihin masu son
tsayawa takara na gaskiya, iya aiki da
gogewa. Ya ce jam’iyyar za ta gabatar
da ‘yan takarar da suka quduri aniyar
yi wa Nijeriya wasiyyar da za ta ci gaba
da dawwama wajen samar da ababen
more rayuwa, tattalin arziki da zaman
lafiya.
“Babbar manufar jam’iyyar NNPP
ita ce ta zaunar da al’ummar Nijeriya
kan batun tsarin tarayya na kasafin kuxi

da kuma buqatar a zauna lafiya,” in ji
shi.
Wanda ya kafa NNPP ya yi kira ga
kafofin yaxa labarai da su jajirce wajen
gina Nijeriya ta yadda za ta yi aiki ga
kowa da kowa. Dangane da batun
neman shugabancin Igbo, Aniebonam
ya ce dole ne manyan jam’iyyun
siyasa biyu da ke da irin wannan tsarin
na cikin gida su mutunta wannan
yarjejeniya da kuma aiwatar da ita.
“PDP da APC sun daxe suna mulki
a kan lokaci don haka ya kamata su
kasance da aminci ga tsarin yankinsu.
“A jam’iyyar NNPP, shiyya-shiyya
ba ita ce fifikonmu ba. Ba mu tava
dandana mulki ba, ba mu san me
ake nufi da tsarin karva-karva ba. “A
matsayin mu, muna neman wanda zai
sa mu nuna wa ‘yan Nijeriya cewa za
a iya magance waxannan abubuwan
da suka kasance matsalolinmu tsawon
shekaru.” Ya ce ya kamata shugabannin
siyasa a Nijeriya su kasance masu
hankali da kishin yara tare da fifita
adalci, daidaito da tsoron Allah.

Nemi Gwamnati
Ta Tallafa Don
Rage Farashin
Kayayyakin

Shugaban qungiyar ‘yan kasuwa ta
Jihar Kebbi, Alhaji Umar DanguraGwadongwaji ya roqi gwamnati a
dukkan matakai da su bai wa ‘yan
kasuwa tallafin kuxaxen da suka dace,
domin su samu damar rage farashin
kayayyaki a faxin jihar. Gwadongwaji
ya yi wannan roqo ne a wata ganawa
da ya yi da shugabannin qungiyarsa da
shugabannin qungiyar daga kananan
hukumomi 21 na jihar a Birnin Kebbi.
Ya ce kiran ya zama wajibi bisa
la’akari da hauhawar farashin
kayayyaki da ake fama da shi a qasar
nan, inda ya ce lamarin ya sa harkoki
da dama na tattalin arziki sun durqushe,
wanda hakan ya sa wasu ‘yan kasuwa
suka koma gefe. Shugaban ya lura cewa
farashin kayan masarufi na hauhawa a
kullum, wanda hakan ya sa talakawa
ke cikin halin qaqa-ni-kayi, don haka
akwai buqatar gwamnati ta kawo musu
xauki ta hanyar tabbatar da matsakaicin
farashin kayayyaki.
Tallafin, a cewarsa, zai farfaxo
da waxanda jarinsu ya lalace tare da
ba su damar komawa ga cikkaken
kasuwanci. Dangura-Gwadongwaji,
ya nuna rashin jin daxinsa, ga kowace
juzu’in kuxin da ake kashewa na samar
da kayayyaki daban-daban a qasar, ya
kuma buqaci a samar da tsari mai fa’ida
don bai wa kamfanoni damar samar da
kayayyaki a farashi mai rahusa.
Ya kuma shawarci Jihar Kebbi
da gwamnatin tarayya da su qara
zage damtse wajen ganin an shawo
kan matsalolin tsaro da suka addabi
yankunan Zuru, Yauri, Sakaba da
Fakai, da sauran sassan jihar.
A yayin da ya ke yaba wa qoqarin
da hukumomin tsaro ke yi a jihar,
shugaban ya qarfafa musu gwiwa da
su qara kaimi wajen kawo qarshen
matsalar.
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Laifuka: NSCDC
Ta Buqaci A Zuba
Jari Domin Bayar
Da Ilimin Tsaro

Hukumar tsaro ta NSCDC, ta jaddada
buqatar ‘yan Nijeriya su saka hannun jari
a horar da su da za su inganta iliminsu
na tsaro domin tabbatar da tsaro da
kuma rage masu aikata laifuka. Dakta
Hammed Abodunrin, Kwamandan
NSCDC a Jihar Ondo ne ya bayyana
hakan a ranar Lahadi a Akure.
Abodunrin ya bayyana cewa mafi
kyawun tsarin tsaro shi ne tsaro na sirri,
yana mai cewa idan ba tare da sanin tsaro
ba, zai yi wahala a san lokacin da hatsari
ke kunno kai. Ya ce tura fasahohi da ilimi
wani muhimmin al’amari ne don daqile
tare da rage aikata laifuka a qasar. “Idan
ba muna da ilimin tsaro ba, mutane ba za
su sani ba. Mafi kyawun nau’in tsaro shi
ne wanda kuke samar wa kanku.
Ayyukan reflex ne. Idan ka taba abu
mai zafi, zaka cire hannunka. Babu
wanda zai gaya maka. Shi ne abin da
tsaro yake. “Idan kun ji cewa wurin ba
shi da aminci, kada ku je wurin. Babu
wanda yake bukatar gaya muku haka.
Idan wani abu ya faru a titin Burtaniya,
cikin ‘yan mintoci kadan, jami’an tsaro
za su iso.
“Ba wai kawai don suna da fasaha
kaxai ba, amma saboda suna da
masaniyar al’umma waxanda za su iya
ba da labarin da gaske da yadda abin
ya faru. A nan, ba mu da irin wannan
ilimin. “Muna iya alamta cewa idan ka
ga wani abu, ka faxi wani abu, amma
kafin ka ce wani abu, sai ka gane abin
da ka gani. Idan ba ku san cewa abin da
kuka gani yana da haxari ba, ba za ku
ce komai ba.
“Ban san yawan ‘yan jarida da za su
iya gane IED lokacin da suka gan shi
ba. Don haka ne ma muke son horar
da ma’aikatan yaxa labarai don sanin
cewa aikinsu ma yana da haxari. “Za
mu xauke su mu ga yadda za mu kare
su a sansaninmu.
Mun rasa da yawa daga cikinsu.
“Akwai muqamai da ya kamata ku
kasance yayin da kuke jin qarar harbeharbe. Sai dai wani ya nuna maka
bindiga, ba za a iya gurgunta ku da
harbin bindiga idan kuna cikin irin
wannan matsayi ba,” in ji shi. Akan
wayar da kan kowa da kowa kan
harkokin tsaro a jihar Ondo kuwa,
OSSAE, kwamandan ya ce babban
kwamandan NSCDC ya qaddamar da
tsarin yaran inda za a koya wa yaran
makaranta tukwici na tsaro.
“Aikin tsaro na makarantar yana ci
gaba da gudana. Muna samun nasara a
Jihar Ondo, musamman a fannin sanar
da jama’a kan harkokin tsaro. Sigar yara
ita ce yunqurin babban kwamandan.
“Dole ne mu duba matsalar tsaro a
makarantunmu a duk faxin Nijeriya da
kuma yadda za mu rage irin wannan
barazanar tsaro.
“Muna son yaran nan su sani kuma
idan sun sani, za su iya magana. Ta
yaya za su gane fyaxe lokacin da suka
zo kuma ta yaya suke guje wa hakan? Da
yawa daga cikin su sun faxa cikin jahilci.
“Don haka, za mu iya sanin yadda muka
shigo mu cike givin, ba wai za mu tura
jami’an mu a can ba. Ba mu da isassun
ma’aikata da za su yi hakan.
“Muna farawa daga makarantun
sakandare ne saboda muna duban
nau’ikan yaran da za su iya fahimtar
abin da muke yi. Har yanzu za mu koma
makarantun firamare, kuma ba shakka,
burinmu a halin yanzu shi ne manyan
makarantu,” in ji shi. A cewarsa, shirin
tsaro na makarantar zai kasance cikin
matakai. “Mun horar da ma’aikatanmu.
Na biyu shi ne horar da malamai,
vangare ne na horar da malaman da suka
rage a makarantar.

Deborah: Majalisar Kiristocin Katolika
Ta Nuna Damuwa Kan Kisanta
Majalisar Xarikar Katolika ta Nijeriya a
ranar Lahadin da ta gabata ta bayyana
damuwarta game da kisan da aka yi wa
Miss Deborah Samuel, xalibar Kwalejin
Ilimi ta Shehu Shagari da ke Sakkwato
bisa zarginta da yin vatanci. Shugaban
majalisar na qasa, Mista Henry Yunwap,
shi ya bayyana hakan a wata sanarwa da
ya fitar a Jos ranar Lahadi. Ya ce babu
wata hujja ko kaxan kan wannan aikaaikar.
Yunwap ya yi kira ga gwamnatocin
tarayya da na Jihar Sakkwato da su
hanzarta da kuma haxin kan qasar nan,
domin yin Allah wadai da wannan
lamari. Ya kuma buqaci hukumomi da
su tabbatar sun kama duk waxanda ke
da hannu a kisan ta da kuma hukunta su
kamar yadda dokokin qasar suka tanada.

“Muna so mu tunatar da gwamnatin
tarayya cewa ba wannan ne karon farko
da ake samun irin wannan abu a qasar
nan ba da sunan addini.
“Dalilin da ya sa muke shaida haka
a yanzu shi ne saboda ba a tava xaukar
matakin da ake sa ran zai kawo cikas
ba, saboda galibi ana barin waxanda
suka aikata wannan aika-aika ba tare
da hukuntawa ba. “Allah yana da iko
kuma kowane mai mutuwa da ake kira
xan’Adam ba zai iya wakilta shi ba.
“Dole ne shugabannin addininmu
su yi wa’azi cewa ko da yaushe kamar
yadda babu wani xan’Adam da zai iya
kashe ran da bai taVa halittawa ba ko da
kuwa yanayin,” in ji shi.
Yunwap ya yi kira ga mabiya addinin
kirista da su kwantar da hankulansu

da kuma jajircewa, musamman a irin
wannan lokaci kamar yadda limamin
xarikar Katolika na Sokoto, babban
Rabaran Matthew Kuka ya jaddada a
cikin bayaninsa. Ya ce dole ne dukkan
‘yan qasa su yi duk mai yiwuwa don
ganin qasar nan ta zama wurin zama
ga kowa ba tare da la’akari da addininsa
da inda yake ba. “Mun yaba wa masu
goyon bayan gwamnatin Jihar Sokoto
da jami’an tsaro kan kama mutane biyu.
“Duk da haka, mun bayyana a nan
cewa adadin waxanda aka kama bai isa
ba idan aka yi la’akari da adadin waxanda
suka shiga cikin lamarin kamar yadda aka
gani a wasu faifan bidiyo da suka yaxu,”
in ji shi. Yunwap ya jajantawa iyalan
mamaciyar, ya kuma yi addu’ar Allah ya
basu ikon jure wannan rashi.

Daga hagu: Shugaban ka’idoji da kimantawa, hedkwatar Rediyon Rediyon Runduna, Avm Aliyu Bello; Mataimakin
Daraktan Darakta, reshen Inshorar Jirgin Sama, Jagoran Scardron Muhammed Umar; Babban jami’an Air na Najeriya da
sauran jami’an musulmai, yayin bikin musulmai 38 Sallar Sallan Jama’at a Abuja, kwanan nan.
HOTO: NAN

Shan Inna: Gwamnatin Jigawa Za Ta Yi Wa Yara
Miliyan 1.7 Domin Yin Rigakafi
Hukumar Kula da Lafiya a Matakin
Farko ta Jihar Jigawa, JSPHCDA, ta ce
kimanin yara miliyan 1.7 ne ake shirin
yi wa allurar rigakafin cutar shan inna a
zagayen rigakafin da ake yi a jihar. Dakta
Kabir Ibrahim, Sakataren zartarwa na
hukumar ya bayyana haka a Dutse ranar
Lahadi a Dutse cewa ana gudanar da
atisayen a lokaci guda a dukkan qananan
hukumomin jihar 27.
Ya ce atisayen na kwanaki huxu da
aka fara a ranar 14 ga watan Mayu,
ana gudanar da shi cikin kwanciyar
hankali ba tare da wata tangarda ba,
domin hukumar ta samu isassun allurar
rigakafin cutar shan inna, da OPV, da
sauran kayan aikin atisayen. Sakataren
zartarwa ya nemi goyon baya da haxin
kan shugabannin gargajiya da na addini,
da sauran masu ruwa da tsaki domin
gudanar da atisayen cikin nasara.
Ibrahim ya kuma buqaci iyaye da su

tabbatar an yi wa ‘ya’yansu allurar a
duk wuraren da aka keve a yankunansu.
“Duk masu ruwa da tsaki,
musamman iyaye, su ba da haxin kai
ga jami’an rigakafin domin gudanar
da atisayen ba tare da wani cikas ba.
“Mun yi imanin cewa haxin gwiwar
zai taimaka wajen mayar da martani
cikin gaggawa wajen yaqar cutar tare da
magance sauran matsalolin gaggawa a
jihar,” in ji Ibrahim.
Hukumar Kula da Lafiya a matakin
farko ta Jihar Jigawa, JSPHCDA, ta ce
kimanin yara miliyan 1.7 ne ake shirin
yi wa allurar rigakafin cutar shan inna a
zagayen rigakafin da ake yi a jihar. Dakta
Kabir Ibrahim, Sakataren zartarwa na
hukumar ya bayyana haka a Dutse ranar
Lahadi a Dutse cewa ana gudanar da
atisayen a lokaci guda a dukkan qananan
hukumomin jihar 27.
Ya ce atisayen na kwanaki huxu da

aka fara a ranar 14 ga watan Mayu,
ana gudanar da shi cikin kwanciyar
hankali ba tare da wata tangarda ba,
domin hukumar ta samu isassun allurar
rigakafin cutar shan inna, da OPV, da
sauran kayan aikin atisayen. Sakataren
zartarwa ya nemi goyon baya da haxin
kan shugabannin gargajiya da na addini,
da sauran masu ruwa da tsaki domin
gudanar da atisayen cikin nasara.
Ibrahim ya kuma buqaci iyaye da su
tabbatar an yi wa ‘ya’yansu allurar a
duk wuraren da aka keve a yankunansu.
“Duk masu ruwa da tsaki,
musamman iyaye, su ba da haxin kai
ga jami’an rigakafin domin gudanar
da atisayen ba tare da wani cikas ba.
“Mun yi imanin cewa haxin gwiwar
zai taimaka wajen mayar da martani
cikin gaggawa wajen yakar cutar tare da
magance sauran matsalolin gaggawa a
jihar,” in ji Ibrahim.

Qungiya Ta Yi Allah Wadai Da Kisan Deborah, Ta Buqaci A Yi Adalci
Qungiyar Cocin Kirista a Nijeriya ta
bayyana damuwarta game da kisan
da aka yi wa Miss Deborah Samuel
xalibar Kwalejin Ilimi ta Shehu
Shagari da ke Sakkwato bisa zargin
yin vatanci. Qungiyar ta kiristocin ta
bayyana damuwar ta ne a cikin wata
sanarwa da Rev. Caleb Ahima da Rev.
Moses Ebuga, shugabanta da babban
sakatare suka fitar a Jos ranar Lahadi.
Taron, wanda ya qunshi qungiyoyi
sama da 25 a yankin Arewacin qasar,
ya ci gaba da cewa, bai kamata a
amince da wannan aika aika ba.
Qungiyar ta yi kira ga gwamnatin
tarayya da na Jihar Sokoto da su

gaggauta gurfanar da waxanda suka
aikata laifin. “Majalisar zartaswar
qungiyar a taronta na ranar 12 ga
watan Mayu ta damuwa da kisan gillar
da aka yi wa Miss Deborah Samuel,
xaliba mai mataki 200 na Kwalejin
Ilimi ta Shehu Shagari da ke Sakkwato
bisa zargin yin vatanci.
“Mun yi Allah wadai da wannan
ta’addancin gaba xaya kuma da
babbar. “Muna kira ga hukumomin
da abin ya shafa da su yi taka-tsan-tsan
wajen ganin an gurfanar da waxanda
suka aikata wannan aika-aika gaban
shari’a ba tare da la’akari da wanda
ke da hannu a ciki ba. “Bai kamata

a yi la’akari da wannan mugun aiki
ba kwata-kwata; ya kamata a tunkari
waxanda suka aikata laifin domin
daqile aukuwar lamarin nan gaba,”
in ji ta.
Qungiyar, ta yi kira ga mazauna
jihar, musamman Kiristoci, da kada
su xauki doka a hannunsu, amma su
bar hukumomi su yi abin da ya dace.
“Qungiyar ta miqa ta’aziyyarta ga
iyalan Deborah Samuel da xaukacin
al’ummarta, kuma ta yi addu’ar Allah
ya jikan su,” in ji qungiyar. Sannan ta
shawarci kiristoci da su zage damtse
wajen yin addu’o’in samun adalci da
zaman lafiya a qasar nan.
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Dokar Zaman Gida
Dole: Nnamdi Kanu
Na Damuwa Da
Abin Da Ake Yi A
Kudu Maso Gabas Soludo
Gwamna Chukwuma Soludo
na Anambra ya ce Mazi
Nnamdi Kanu, wanda ake
tsare na Qungiyar ‘yan ta’adda
Indigenous People of Biafra,
IPOB, bai ji daxin kashe-kashe
da aiwatar da dokar zaman
gida da ta daxe a Kudu maso
Gabas ba. Qungiyoyin da ke
da’awar yin aiki a madadinsa
sun kasance suna aiwatar da
wannan umarni.
Sai dai Soludo ya ce hakan na
daga cikin mu’amalar da ya yi
da Kanu a ziyarar da ya kai wa
haramtaccen shugaban qungiyar
ta IPOB a wurin da ake tsare
da shi ranar Juma’a a Abuja.
Mista Christian Aburime,
babban sakataren yaxa labarai
na Soludo wanda ya bayar da
sanarwa a ranar Lahadi a Awka,
ya ruwaito Soludo yana cewa
kanu na cikin qoshin lafiya.
Sanarwar ta qara da cewa
“Kanu yana goyon bayan ci gaba
da neman mafita mai xorewa
kan rashin tsaro a yankin Kudu
maso Gabashin qasar nan.”
A cewarsa, “Kanu ya sanar da
ni cewa idan aka ba shi dama
zai watsa shirye-shiryen da za
su magance tavarvarewar tsaro
a yankin Kudu maso Gabas da
sunan tayar da zaune tsaye. “Na
ziyarci Mazi Nnamdi Kanu a
ranar 13 ga Mayu domin yi masa
gaisuwar ban girma da kuma
wani vangare na tattaunawa da
masu ruwa da tsaki don neman
dawwamammen zaman lafiya
da tsaro a yankin Kudu maso
Gabas.
“Ya kasance cikin ruhi sosai
kuma mun yi tattaunawa
mai inganci da gaskiya cikin
yanayi mai gamsarwa. “Ya
bayyana bakin cikinsa kan
abin da ya bayyana a matsayin
‘mummunan kashe-kashe’ na
mutanen da ba su ji ba ba su
gani ba, garkuwa da mutane da
duk wani nau’in laifuka, ciki har
da yadda ake aiwatar da zaman
banza a gida da wasu qungiyoyi
daban-daban da ke da’awar
cewa suna yi ne ko kuma a
madadin qungiyar IPOB.
“Ya ce Kanu ya ba da tabbacin
cewa idan dama ta samu, zai
yi farin ciki da kansa ya watsa
shirye-shirye ga mabiyansa
domin wanzar da zaman lafiya,”
in ji shi.
Tun bayan da aka tsare
Kanu fiye da shekara guda
da ta gabata, qungiyar masu
fafutukar kafa qasar Biafra
ta kafa dokar zaman gida
a duk ranar Litinin, domin
nuna juyayi ga shugabansu.
Lamarin ya gurgunta harkokin
zamantakewa da tattalin
arziki a jihohi biyar na Kudu
maso Gabas da suka haxa da
Abia, Enugu, Ebonyi, Imo da
Anambra.
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Akure
Substation To
Boost Power
Supply By
96MW - FG
BY ABAH ADAH, ABUJA

The Federal Government
of Nigeria has said that the
just completed 330kV Akure
Transmission Substation
in Ondo State will soon be
delivering 96 megawatts
(MW) of electricity to
residents of the state, Ekiti
State, and environs from 2
units 60MVA, 132/33kV
transformers.
In a statement signed by
the GM, Public Affairs, TCN,
Ndidi Mbah, the executive
director,
Transmission
Service Provider, TSP, Engr
Victor Adewumi, who stated
this at the weekend during
an on-the-spot assessment
of the facility at the instance
of the Minister of Power,
Engr Abubakar Aliyu, added
that the 330KV transmission
line that would supply power
to the substation was at 98
per cent completion level
and is expected to be fully
completed in the next five
months.
He noted that the
completion of the 330kV
transmission line was
hindered by Right of Way,
RoW, issues, most of which
had been resolved by the
intervention of the Osun,
Ekiti and Ondo State
governors.
The
substation,
he
explained, would receive
supply from two 330kV lines
the Osogbo - Akure line and
the Akure-Ihovbor line. This
will ensure the power source
meets the N-1 criteria, such
that if there is a problem on
one line the station will still
receive bulk power supply
from the other alternative
healthy line.
According to him, the
Akure
330/132/33kV
substation has two units
of 150MVA transformer
on the 330kV section, four
outgoing 132kV line bays,
and two units of 60MVA on
the 132kV side with four
outgoing feeder bays as
well as six outgoing feeder
bays on the 33kV side, to
enable Benin DisCo offtake
electricity for its consumers.
He said that the Akure
Substation is one of the
projects the Minister of
Power classified as a priority
project that he wants to
commission before the end
of this year.
“The project is ready and
we are hoping that in five
months, the lines will be
completed and the Minister
will
commission
this
substation,” he said.

LR:: National Treasurer, All Progressives Congress (APC), Uguru Matthew Ofoke; APC National Legal Officer, Barr. Ahmed El-Marzuk; National Organizing
Secretary, APC, Sen. Suleiman Argungu, Deputy National Chairman North, Sen. Abubakar Kyari and APC, Deputy National Organizing Secretary, Nze Duru,
during the inauguration of APC screening committee members in Abuja over the weekend. PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

February Tariff Increase Renders 7 DisCos Bankrupt
BY ABAH ADAH, ABUJA

December 2021 Extraordinary
Review of the Multi-Year
Tariff Order, MYTO, for
the first half of 2022 by
the Nigerian Electricity
Regulatory
Commission,
NERC, which took effect from
February 2022, rather than
expanding the revenue base
of the electricity distribution
companies, DisCos, worsened
their liquidity crisis, rendering
seven of them almost insolent,
AljazirahNigeria has learnt.
A source within the
operational circle, who
revealed this on the ground
of anonymity, said that the
order brought tariffs to cost
reflective levels for seven out of
the 11 DisCos, namely: Abuja,
Enugu, Ibadan, Kaduna, Kano,
Eko, and Ikeja.

Consequently, the Minimum
Remittance levels for these
seven DisCos was brought to
100 percent.
According to the source,
with their books already in
red, with the energy suppliers,
the DisCos became reluctant
to take power at times, as a
strategy to avoid accumulating
more debts; hence, they
resulted to load rejection,
which in turn is one of the
causes of the frequent power
outages that are experienced
in some areas.
“As a result of this ugly
trend, the System Operator,
from to time, keeps asking
certain generation companies,
who must have committed
huge resources in the
process, to ramp down or
stop putting load on the grid

as a precautionary measure
towards safeguarding the grid
against collapse. People don’t
get to know about this because
it is not brought to public
notice, and the generation
companies,” the source said.
Part of a report shown to
AljazirahNigeria read: “The
Extraordinary Review of the
Multi-Year Tariff Order of 1st
February 2022, also imposed
more stringent Aggregate
Technical, Commercial and
Collection, ATC&C, losses on
11 DisCos in line with the Loss
trajectory of the Performance
Agreements. These ATC&C
losses are significantly lower,
than the ATC&C losses
estimated by the Discos.
“Additionally, the CBNPAF loan has been used in
supplementing the Market

shortfalls was retired and
replaced with the World Bank
PSRO ($750 million loan)
and Budget Appropriationswhere necessary, as part of
the Power Sector Recovery
Programme. The World
Bank PSRO loan has more
stringent performance based
disbursement conditions.
“These shifts have increased
the NESI Market shortfall
deficits significantly. These
structural shifts are magnified
by the emerging Global and
Nigerian economic position,
occasioned by a post-COVID
and Russia vs. Ukraine military
situation.”
According to the source,
the country’s power supply
situation would get worse in
the days ahead as the federal
government is busy allocating

Nigeria Navy Canvasses Quick
Prosecution Of Maritime Crime
FROM ROTIMI ASHER, LAGOS

Due to lack of speedy trial
in the country Judiciary
system, the Nigerian Navy
said that an appropriate legal
framework would be necessary
for expeditious prosecution of
maritime crime in order to
dissuade criminals and lessen
burden on the Nigerian Navy
on custody of arrested vessels.
Chief of Naval Staff, Vice
Admiral Anwall Gambo, made
this known recently while
delivering a lecture on his
mission and vision for the
Nigerian Navy during the
Naval War College Course in
Calabar.
“The Nigerian Navy and
maritime law enforcement

agencies
had
made
commendable efforts in the
arrest and prosecution of
maritime offences but there
are still some loop- holes in
the nation’s judicial process
like endless trial periods
for maritime crimes which
criminals have continued to
exploit.
“This has led to prolonged
litigation
and
several
abandoned vessels across
the Nigerian Navy bases in
the country. For instance,
between 2015 till date, 488
vessels have been arrested but
only 234 were handed over to
the prosecuting agencies. Out
of these, only 52 have been
successfully prosecuted while
others are still in the navy

custody.
“Apart from logistics and
manpower committed to
this process of lengthy trial,
the Nigerian Navy expend
enormous resources to
preserve and keep over 100
detained vessels afloat.
“Due to the difficult
operating environment,
it was appropriate for the
Navy to streamline her
structure and operations
in line with total spectrum
maritime strategy,” he said.
While clamoring for
an
appropriate
legal
framework, he noted that
the Navy was not permitted
to prosecute maritime
suspects in civil court like
the Economic and Financial

Crimes Commission, EFCC,
the Police and other agencies
who have the power.
“Though, the Navy has an
established directorate of
legal services with the current
strength of over 600 qualified
lawyers, the service relies on
lawyers from the Ministry of
Defence and other security
agencies, while retaining the
service of private lawyers to
prosecute maritime criminals.
“This has led to loss of
significant numbers of
cases due to non-diligent of
prosecution with almost N300
million expended on services
provided by private lawyers at
the expense of the provision of
essential infrastructure for the
Navy,” he said.

intervention monies in
the name of upgrading
transmission without looking
at the root of the crisis – the
DisCos helpless situation.
Recall that the federal
government had provided
intervention funds running
into trillions of naira in
the last couple of years
without any result, and
at the last meeting of the
Federal Executive Council,
FEC, of Wednesday, April
27, 2022, N1.4 billion was
approved for the supply of
more equipment for the
Transmission
Company
of Nigeria, TCN, to boost
electricity supply across the
country.
The Minister of Power, Mr.
Abubakar Aliyu, made this
known when he briefed State
House correspondents on
the outcome of the meeting
of the council, presided by
President
Muhammadu
Buhari after the meeting.
According to the source,
urgent equity recapitalisation
of the 11 DisCos even to the
tune of about 40 per cent
should be looked into in
order to save the electricity
market from total collapse.
This is as various electricity
consumer and civil society
groups as well as the Nigerian
Labour Congress, NLC,
have called on the federal
government to scrap the
privatisation of the power
sector over the quagmire in
the sector that has continued
to subject Nigerians to an
unprecedented level of
epileptic supply, almost a
decade after the privatisation,
saying that since the
privatisation of the power
generation and distribution
assets in Nigeria, the promise
of constant supply of electricity
remains a mirage.
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TETFund
Recommends
Termination Of
Contacts, Sanctions
For Erring
Contractors

Kidnapping:
NSCDC
Inaugurates
Special Female
Squad In Osun
FROM COVER PAGE

BY CHIKA MEFOR-NWACHUKWU

Tertiary Education Trust
Fund,
TETFund,
has
recommended termination
of contracts and sanctions for
erring contractors handling
projects in institutions
benefiting from its various
interventions.
Executive secretary of
TETFund, Arc Sonny Echono
gave the advice in Abuja at the
weekend, at the 2021 Annual
General Meeting of the
Procurement Professionals
Association of Nigeria, PPAN,
which also featured election
into its executive positions.
Echono, who acknowledged
that there were challenges of
high cost of materials in the
last one year, said the fund
had been coping with the
situation as it has designed
ways of responding to it.
The TETFund boss said the
agencies was working with
regulatory authorities to get
support towards ensuring
that there were no abandoned
projects in its beneficiary
institutions.
Echono
described
corruption as one of the
manifestations or incentives
for mis-procurement, adding
that a good procurement at
the right time and the right
cost, delivers on the objective
of project.
“Working with Bureau of
Public Procurement, BPP, and
other anticorruption agencies,
we are designing mechanisms
to improve on those processes
that will detect, disrupt and
also prevent them,” he said.
Also speaking, chairman the
Board of Trustees of Public
Procurement
Association
of Nigeria, Engr Emeka Eze
expressed happiness at the
clarification that projects
approved for TETFund’s
beneficiary institutions have
no entanglements.
Eze said the approach
encourages the institutions
to engage the services of
contractors of their choice
as provided under the Public
Procurement Act, adding
that by so doing, TETFund
was encouraging good
procurement practice in the
institutions.
Eze, who was also a former
director-general of the Bureau
of Public Procurement, said in
tackling corruption in public
procurement, instead of
criminalising administrative
misbehaviours,
the
country should improve on
administrative sanctions.
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Director, Islamic Affairs, Nigerian Air Force Headquarters, Air Commodore Ibrahim Lukmsn, speaking to newsmen, after NAF
38 Anniversary Juma’at Prayer in Abuja on Friday. PHOTO: JOHNSON UDEANI/JMH/NAN

EFCC Freezing Emergency Account For
Welfare Of Benue IDPs Inhuman - Ortom
FROM HENRY IBYA, MAKURDI

Benue State governor, Samuel
Ortom has described as
inhuman, unfair and a crime
against the over two million
Internally Displaced Persons,
IDPs, in the state, the decision
by the Economic and Financial
Crimes Commissioner, EFCC,
to freeze the emergency
account of the government
meant for the welfare of IDPs
sacked from their ancestral
homes by herdsmen and

currently
living
under
excruciating conditions.
Ortom, who was reacting
to the action of the anti-graft
agency when he received at
Government House, Makurdi,
members of the Executive
Intelligence Management
Course 15 of the National
Institute
for
Security
Studies, NISS, on a study
tour, queried why the agency
would choose to frustrate
efforts of a government

showing genuine concern
with its citizens in their time
of distress.
He expressed worry that
the EFCC allow politicians
presently
serving
in
government whose sources
of wealth were not known
and yet able to purchase
presidential
nomination
forms for as much as N100
million, but rise in fight
against efforts to make life
easier for displaced citizens,

pointing out that such
action would create room
for suspicion in the minds of
Nigerians that the anti-graft
war was targeted at a section
of the public.
The governor further
explained that the N70
million in the frozen
account was donations from
individuals and corporate
organisations who were
deeply concerned about the
plight of the IDPs.

Scores Escape Death As Fuel Tanker Goes Up In Flames In Delta
FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Many travellers at the
weekend escaped death
in Agbarho Community
in Ughelli North Local
Government Area of Delta
State, as a tanker conveying
petroleum product went
up in flames during an
alleged hot chase by security
operatives along the East
West road.

The fire incident caused a
serious traffic gridlocks on
the busy East West Road
between Agbarho and Ughelli
Junction, as people were
running for dear lives.
Sources confirmed that the
tanker thank fell off with fire
while the driver managed to
escape to safety
But an eyewitness who
identified herself as Mabel
Uche said “the tanker was

carrying illegal petroleum
products and was being chased
by soldiers.”
However, as at the
time of this report, the
actual cause of the fire
outbreak was unknown, as
unconfirmed report had it
that the security operatives
fired bullets at the tanker,
hence the fire outbreak.
Although there were
no casualties, residents of

Agbarho Community were
in fear as the location of
the fire was very close to a
filling station.
Reacting
to
the
incident, Delta State
Police Public Relations
Officer, DSP Edafe Bright
said investigation was
ongoing, adding that he
was particularly happy
that no life was lost to the
unfortunate incident.

Yobe Rep, Mainasara Dumps APC For NNPP, Assures Of Victory
FROM HASSAN JIRGI, DAMATURU

Former member of the House
of Representatives from Yobe
State, Hon. Aliyu Yakubu
Mainasara has resigned from
the ruling All Progressives
Congress, APC, and joined the
New Nigeria People’s Party,
NNPP.
Mainasara, who represents
Potiskum/Nangere Federal
Constituency, said he resigned
due to an internal crisis at the
Yobe chapter of the party.
Speaking to AljazirahNigeria
via telephone shortly after
decamping to the NNPP, he

assured his constituents of
improved
representation
through proper economic
empowerment, legislation and
youth participation if given
the mandate in 2023 general
elections.
According to him, “Our
records are there, since 1999
there’s no member under
any political party that has
performed credibly as we
have done, we are proud of it,
that has given us confidence,
our records are very much
available.”
Mainasara was at the
National Assembly between

2011 and 2015 on the
platform of PDP, but later
decamped to the APC.
“We intend to earlier
contest under APC but we
were told that the forms have
been bought. Similar problem
occurred to us previous time;
we spent our resources no
one cares to consider us after
the election nor include us in
appointments, now we are in
NNPP hoping to win it.”
The
lawmaker,
who
observed that politics is a
game of win and lose, advised
against tribalism and divisive
politics.

“We will come up with our
templates; people trust us. In
the past we have empowered
a lot of youths; we have done
infrastructural development a
lot; few of them we have built
274 market stalls. We have
drilled electric boreholes in
almost all the electoral wards.
“However, we have built
primary school classes in
Kara, Dorawa, made very
much impact in Federal College
of Education (Technical),
Potiskum, towards provision
of executive chairs for the
students lecture rooms,” he
said.

In his speech, the state
commandant, Emmanuel
Ocheja said the nation
would no more be
deprived of her future
leaders, as parents all
over the nation, especially
in Osun State, had been
assured of the safety of
their children and wards
in schools.
Ocheja noted that the
primary
assignment
of the squad was to
make schools across the
country safe again from
all forms of attacks and
threats.
“The choice of female
personnel
for
the
assignment arose from
the fact that women
have natural instincts
to protect children,
owing to the fact that a
child formed an integral
part of the mother for
nine months,” he said,
adding that the special
female squad had been
in training since 2021
and had been well grilled
in weapons handling,
combat
strategies,
proactive intelligence and
martial arts.
He, therefore, called
for collaborative efforts
of the three tiers of
government, parents,
school administrators,
students who are the
primary
beneficiaries
and members of the
public to ensure the squad
discharges it’s duties
effectively.
In her speech, the
special guest of honour
and wife of the state
governor, Alhaja Kafayat
Oyetola lauded the
innovation of Special
Female Squad as the
country is currently
experiencing security
challenges.
Mrs Oyetola, who
commended
the
present
leadership
of NSCDC for the
innovation,
said
the squad would be
significant in helping to
arrest the frightening
wave of drugs and
substance abuse in sc
hools.
She also appealed
to the Ministry of
Education and school
administrators
to
willingly share valuable
information with the
personnel of the Corps
and other security
agencies.
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MPs Vote To Choose Country’s President

Chad: Hundreds Stage
Anti-French Protest In
N’djamena
Hundreds of Chadians joined
anti-French protests called by the
opposition coalition Wakit Tama.
Protesters oppose France’s
military presence in the country
and support for transitional
President Mahamat Idriss Déby
Itno, who has been in power since
his father’s death in 2021.
They reportedly attacked
“symbols” of their former colonial
power, including several Total
petrol stations.
The protest was mainly attended
by students with many on
motorcycles and chanting “France
get out”.
“Now France is meddling in
politics, we don’t know, now
the whole Chadian territory is
occupied by the French army.
The French army is concerned
with the wealth of Chad’s subsoil
and not with the well-being of the
Chadian people, “Souleyman Tahir,
a protester said.
Former president, Idriss Déby
Itno, headed an authoritarian
regime for 30 years and was killed
in battle on April 20, 2021, during a
rebellion in the north of the country.
Chadian police fired tear gas
and used water canon to disperse
hundreds of protesters who took to
the streets of the capital and other
towns in an anti-French protest that
saw the destruction of some Frenchlinked businesses.
The protest was called by
Chadian civil society coalition
Wakit Tamma to denounce
France’s
backing
of
the
Transitional Military Council
that seized power following the
battlefield death of President Idriss
Deby in April 2021, a spokesman
said.

Somalia: MPs Vote To Choose Country’s President
After Months Of Delay
Somalia MPs voted yesterday
to choose the horn of African
country’s president, ending the
convoluted electoral process that
raised tensions in the country
when the president’s term expired
last year without a successor in
place.
All 329 lawmakers of both
chambers of parliament are
expected to vote by secret
ballot. To win in the first round,
a candidate must secure twothirds of the vote, or 219 ballots.
Observers expect a second or even
third round of voting for the four
top candidates.
There are 39 registered
presidential candidates, a list that
includes incumbent Mohamed
Abdullahi Mohamed, two former
presidents, a former prime
minister, several top officials and
even a journalist.
The field includes one woman,

Fawzia Yusuf Haji Adam, a
lawmaker who once served as
Somalia’s foreign minister.
The vote takes place amid
heightened insecurity as the
Islamic extremist group alShabab, which opposes the federal
government, continues to stage
lethal attacks in the capital and
elsewhere in the Horn of Africa
nation.
With mortar shells and gun
assaults, al-Shabab in recent
months has repeatedly tested the
defenses of the Halane military
camp, which is protected by
African Union peacekeepers.
A suicide bombing Wednesday
killed at least four, including
two government soldiers, at
a checkpoint near the heavily
fortified airport area where
lawmakers will meet Sunday to
choose a new president.
The vote is behind schedule by

15 months and Somali authorities
faced a May 17 deadline to hold
the vote or risk losing key funding
from international donors.
Somali polls are unpredictable,
and it appears Mohamed - who is
also known as Farmaajo - faces a
tough battle for reelection.
Mohamed has been locked in
a power struggle with his prime
minister, Mohamed Hussein
Roble, over control of the
government.
Roble is not running for
president, but behind the scenes
he and other former leaders could
play a decisive role in the outcome
of the vote.
In addition to Mohamed,
major contenders include former
presidents
Hassan
Sheikh
Mohamud and Sharif Sheikh
Ahmed, as well as former Somali
Prime Minister Hassan Ali
Khaire and Said Dani, the current

president of the regional state of
Puntland.
The goal of a direct, one-personone-vote election in Somalia
remains elusive.
It was meant to take place
this time. Instead, the federal
government and states agreed on
another “indirect election,” with
lawmakers elected by community
leaders - delegates of powerful
clans - in each member state.
Somali elections are notoriously
corrupt, and there have been
widespread allegations of bribery
beginning with the selection of
lawmakers.
Whoever wins the election faces
the urgent issue of insecurity,
with al-Shabab fighters making
territorial gains in recent months.
The new president will also have
to help ease tensions between
regional states competing for
limited resources, analysts say.

Blinken Moots Military Aid As Finland Confirms NATO Bid
US Secretary of State, Antony
Blinken met with Ukraine’s Foreign
Minister Dmytro Kuleba in Berlin
yesterday to discuss the provision of
more weapons and other aid to the
country. The pair also talked about
the continuation of food exports
to Africa and Asia, Kuleba tweeted
after the meeting.
It came as Finland’s President
Sauli Niinisto and Prime Minister
Sanna Marin announced that the
Nordic country intends to apply for
membership of NATO. The Finnish
Parliament is expected to endorse
the decision and a membership

application will likely be submitted
next week at NATO headquarters in
Brussels.
Inside Ukraine, President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy praised the
Kalush Orchestra after the band
won the Eurovision Song Contest
with its song “Stefania.” He added
that the country’s forces had
retaken several towns in the east.
Ukraine’s military also said that
Russian forces were retreating
from Kharkiv, the country’s secondlargest city.
Finland announced yesterday
that it intends apply for

membership in NATO, paving the
way for the 30-member Western
military alliance to expand amid
Russia’s war in Ukraine.
Russia, which shares an 800-mile
border with Finland, has said it
would be a mistake for its neighbor
to join the transatlantic alliance and
that it would harm bilateral ties.
Sweden is also expected to
follow suit as public support for
membership has grown.
Meanwhile, the U.S. embassy
will reopen in Kyiv will resume
operations “very soon,” Secretary
of State Antony Blinken said.

“American diplomats have
returned to Ukraine after several
weeks of working out of Poland,”
Blinken told top diplomats from
the 30 member states of the transAtlantic military alliance at a
meeting in Berlin.
“We’re taking all necessary
precautions but that work is
underway and we will resume
operations” he said.
Blinken added that there was
support “almost across the board”
from existing members of NATO
for Finland and Sweden to join the
organisation.
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Amaechi

2023: Amaechi Bows Out Today
Says I’ll pursue presidential ambition in earnest
Blames Kaduna train attack on non-approval of surveillance contract

FROM RAHILA ABDULLAHI (KADUNA) AND CHIKA
MEFOR-NWACHUKWU, ABUJA

Minister of Transportation, Honourable
Rotimi Amaechi, has revealed that he
would tender his resignation letter
today, in-line with an earlier directive
by President Muhammadu Buhari
to members of the Federal Executive
Council, FEC, seeking elective positions
to resign their appointment no later
than May 16, 2022.
Amaechi, who made his intention
to resign known in Kaduna yesterday
during a visit to the state to canvas for
the All Progressives Congress, APC,
delegates ahead of the presidential
primary election, stated that “I
am resigning as the Minister of
Transportation to pursue in earnest my
presidential ambition”.
Besides, the exiting Minister also
thanked Buhari for the opportunity to
serve in the government.
The Minister, while discussing with
the delegates, revealed that the attack
on the Abuja-Kaduna train would not
have happened if the Federal Executive
Council, FEC, had approved the
surveillance contract he requested to
monitor the rail track.
AljazirahNigeria recalls that Minister
of State for Education, Honourable
Emeka Nwajiuba, a presidential aspirant
tendered his resignation last week, while
Minister of Labour and Employment, Dr
Chris Ngige as well as Attorney General
and Minister of Justice, Abubakar
Malami, SAN, who are seeking to contest
presidency and governorship position
in Kebbi State respectively had made a
U-turn by withdrawing their ambition
to contest.
Nwajiuba picked the expression of
interest and nomination forms from the
ruling All Progressives Congress, APC, to

contest for the presidency at the cost of
N100 million.
The Minister last month, while
speaking on his intention to run
for presidency, had stated that he
would only resign 30 days before the
presidential election as stipulated by the
Constitution of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria.
However, he changed his mind as the
president during a Federal Executive
Council; FEC meeting had singled him
out for braving the odds to quit avoiding
conflict of interest.
AljazirahNigeria reports that Amaechi
declared to succeed his principal early
in April while addressing a crowd
of supporters and leaders of the All
Progressives Congress, APC, at the
state party thanksgiving event in Port
Harcourt, Rivers State.
In a speech entitled, ‘Forward With
Courage’ at a thanksgiving service held
at the Adokiye Amiesimaka Stadium

“

I will be welcome
everywhere
because the
blood of every
Nigerian flows in
my veins. I shall
be the president
of all and every
Nigerian.

in the state capital he said, “Fellow
Nigerians, I stand before you today
to declare my intention and submit
my application to serve as your next
president” .
“I did not come to this decision
lightly; I have served our nation for
the last seven years as minister of
transportation.
“Eight years before that, I served
as governor of Rivers State; in the
preceding eight years before that, I was
Speaker of the Rivers State House of
Assembly. Within this period, I have
also served as the Director-General
of President Muhammadu Buhari’s
campaign organisation twice”.
“After more than two decades in the
public arena, I had wanted to go on a
holiday and spend more time with my
family before charting a new course
outside politics, but … I am compelled by
the urgency of our present challenges to
place my experience and proven capacity
at the service of the nation at the highest
level”, he said.
Amaechi continued that, “The next leg
of my political journey will be tough. But
I am excited to go out and engage with
Nigerians from every walk of life. I am
ready to go from Maiduguri to Makurdi,
from Sokoto to Sagbama, from Yola to
Oyo, from Badagry to Birnin Kebbi. To
each town and village, I will have one
message: “Hope is around the corner”.
“I look forward to meeting you in your
towns, villages, cities, campuses, and
creeks. I want to hear your desires, needs
and pains. I want to know what matters
most to you. I want to listen and learn.
I will be coming with one assurance: I
will be welcome everywhere because
the blood of every Nigerian flows in my
veins. I shall be the president of all and
every Nigerian.

“I believe that despite our cultural
differences, we remain one people under
God. We may speak different languages
or worship in different ways, but we all
want the same things – a better life for
our children, the ability to support our
families, the freedom to live in peace
without fear for our lives or properties.
“I have never been the type who
folds his arms and complains about
inadequacies I see around me. I have
always jumped in with both feet to do
whatever I can to help, to try and bring
relief to those suffering, to work to make
things right where I see wrong. If you
elect me as your President, I promise to
play my part to the best of my ability.
Every day I will rise and go to work for
you. I will never forget the fact that I am
there to serve you.
“Today, I stand as an aspirant to the
position of President because of that
same passion for people; that same drive
for results. More than ever before, I am
burning with the zeal to make a decisive
difference in the lives of all Nigerians.
“No matter the darts and arrows that
come my way, I will remain steadfast
because the stakes are too high. We
cannot afford to fail. We cannot afford
to veer off-course.
“I pledge my heart, mind and soul to
the task of building a Nigeria in which
every child can go to school, every
young person can find work or support
to start a business, every citizen can
travel safely around the country and
sleep at night knowing that law and
order prevails and every Nigerian feels
included, heard, and respected.
Party chieftains at the declaration
include Plateau State Governor,
Simon Lalong and former APC
National Chairman, Comrade Adams
Oshiomhole and others.
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NOC 2022 To Discuss Financing Opportunities, Bridging Infrastructure Gap
2022 Sponsors include: NNPC, Nigeria
LNG Limited, Shell, Chevron, Total Energies,
The 21st edition of Nigeria’s foremost energy ExxonMobil, NCDMB, Prime Atlantic, DCPL,
event, NOG Conference and Exhibition is set to Coleman Wires And Cables, First E & P, ND
hold in person at the International Conference Westers, Samsung, Nivafer, Russell Smith, Vurin
Centre, Abuja from 4 to 7 July 2022.
Group, MG Vowgas, PE Energy Ltd, WAV, Trexm
According to the organisers of the event,
dmg Nigeria events, the NOG 2022 will host
key stakeholders from across the global energy
value chain to discuss unique opportunities for
Nigeria’s energy resources in the face of global
BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI
energy demand.
The conference will also discuss key issues such Despite the above surface challenges of
as financing opportunities for energy projects in vandalism of crude evacuation pipelines and
sub-Saharan Africa, bridging infrastructure gap lower overall investment in the upstream
for improved domestic gas market, opportunities sector, which have crimped output, Nigeria’s
for indigenous companies in the PIA era, crude oil and natural gas reserves have grown
technology innovations for decarbonatisation year-on-year, Y-o-Y.
across the value chain, and other critical topics,
The country’s crude oil reserves rose by
that will help set the nation’s energy agenda for 0.37 per cent in 2021, and the natural gas
the next 12 months and beyond.
reserves topped by 1.01 per cent in the same
The conversation at this year’s conference is year.
significant as the industry navigates the growing
The reserves are collated by the
global demand for renewable energy and climate
friendly sources of energy in the face of Africa’s
unique energy mix requirements.
Many industry leaders have also dubbed this
to be an opportunity to seek a lasting solution
to Africa’s energy poverty and bring the much- The Group Managing Director of Rainoil Ltd., Dr.
needed socioeconomic development.
Gabriel Ogbechie has reiterated the company’s
As part of its commitment to the development commitment to the development of the petroleum
of the Nigerian energy industry, NOG will also downstream value chain, which is critical to
provide the opportunity to showcase and train Nigeria’s economic growth.
industry stakeholders on best in class technology
He also stated that in line with the nation’s
innovations across the value chain through energy transition process, Rainoil is making great
its CPD certified NOG Technical Seminar. effort in boosting the economic development of
The Technical Seminar will host sessions in 5 the country with its sterling efforts, to ensure
different streams covering upstream operation, in-country utilisation and deepening of gas
midstream, downstream, digitisation and project penetration in the county.
management.
Ogbechie made this known in an interactive
The NOG Conference and Exhibition annually session with newsmen in Lagos State to mark the
hosts over 500 delegates, 300 exhibiting company’s 25th anniversary.
companies, 80 industry expert speakers and 40
According to Ogbechie, Rainoil Ltd. which
sessions across 2 conference streams.
started operations in May 1997, has grown to
BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

Chemicals, and MicCom to date.
For over 21 years, the NOG Conference
& Exhibition has provided a platform for
Presidents, Ministers, Heads of Governments
Agencies and CEOs to discuss plans for policy,
up-coming projects and solutions to current

challenges in the industry.
AljazirahNigeria reports that NOG
welcomes more than 500 senior level conference
delegates, 80+ international speakers, 500
exhibiting companies and 4,000 exhibition
visitors annually.

Despite Above Surface Challenges, Reserves Grow
Nigerian Upstream Petroleum Regulatory
Commission, NUPRC, from annual reports
of operating companies.
The NUPRC’s Chief Executive, Gbenga
Komolafe, announced the national oil and
gas reserves position as of January 1, 2022
in line with the provisions of Section 7(i)(j)
(k)(r) of the Petroleum Industrial Act, PIA,
2021 which stipulates that all operating
exploration and production companies are
to submit their annual report of reserves to
the Commission.
“A total of 61 operating companies

submitted their 2021 annual report on
reserves in line with the Petroleum Industrial
Act, PIA 2021. Analysis of the report indicates
that the nation’s oil and condensate reserves
status as at January 1, 2022 was 37.046
billion barrels, representing a slight increase
of 0.37 per cent compared with 36.910 billion
barrels as at January 1, 2021. On the other
hand, the national gas reserves status as at
January 1, 2022 was 208.62 trillion cubic
feet, TCF, representing an increase of 1.01 per
cent compared to 206.53 TCF as at January
1, 2021,” he said.

Rainoil Makes Fresh Investment Commitment In Downstream Sector
become a prominent and dominant player in
the Nigerian oil and gas industry, providing
employment opportunities for about 2,000
Nigerians.
“In the last 25 years, we have been able to achieve
great feats in the downstream sector of the Nigerian
oil and gas industry. From the retail business, where
we now have presence in 26 states with over 130
stations, to being the only player in the downstream
sector with bulk storage facilities strategically
located in three key locations in the country.
“We equally established the company, Rainoil
Logistics Services Ltd., which drives the delivery
of our energy products to our esteemed customers
nationwide.
“We have also recently deepened Liquefied

Petroleum Gas, LPG, penetration in the country
with the launch of our ultra-modern 8,000MT LPG
storage facility in Ijegun, Lagos,” he said.
According to him, Rainoil Ltd. has continued
its upward trajectory through strategic planning,
innovation and creating a conducive working
environment for its employees.
Ogbechie said the company had also ensured that
it gave back to the society and its host communities
through its various Corporate Social Responsibility,
CSR, initiatives.
This, he said, included construction of a block of
classrooms at Oghareki Grammar School, Oghara,
in Delta, distribution of educational materials to
students, health care interventions and sports
development among others.
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Airtel Africa
Declares $0.03
Cents Final
Dividend Payment

Airtel Africa Plc has
confirmed
a
final
dividend payment of
$0.03 cents per ordinary
share for the financial
year ended March 31,
2021.
Shareholders will be
offered the opportunity
to select the currency
to be paid in, either GB
pounds or Nigerian
Naira.
According to the
disclosure filed with
the Exchange, NGX,
shareholders are to
ensure their names
are registered in the
Register of Members by
the qualification date of
June 23, 2022.
On or around July
22, 2022, the dividend
which amounts to about
$113 million will be
disbursed electronically
to ordinary shareholders
whose names appear on
the Register of Members
as at Thursday, June
23rd 2022, and those
who have completed the
e-dividend registration
and mandated the
Registrar to pay their
dividends directly into
their bank accounts.
The
company’s
registrar is Coronation
Registrars Ltd and the
e-dividend
mandate
form can be downloaded
or filled online on the
registrar’s website.
Airtel
Africa
Plc
has
3,758,151,504
outstanding shares and
a market capitalization
of N5.26 trillion at the
time of filing this report.
The company’s shares
opened trading on May
13, 2022 at N1400 per
share and closed at
N1400 per share.
Airtel Africa Plc,
the telecom giant,
has released its fullyear audited financial
statement revealing a
21.3 per cent growth
in revenue from $3.89
billion in 2021 to $4.71
billion in the current
period.
Net profit for the full
year period appreciated
significantly by 82 per
cent, from $451 million
in 2021 to $755 million.
Earnings per share
was recorded as 16 cents
against 9 cents recorded
in the corresponding
period of 2021.
Year-to-date,
the
company’s shares have
appreciated by 46.60 per
cent from N955 at the
beginning of the year to
N1400 as at the time of
writing this report.

Cryptocurrency: SEC Issues New
Regulations Governing Transaction
BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

The Securities and Exchange
Commission, SEC, has released
a set of new regulations guiding
the issuance, exchange and
custody of digital assets in
Nigeria.
The development is coming
more than a year after the
commission issued the
classification and treatment
of digital assets.
According to SEC, a digital
asset means a digital token that
represents assets such as a debt
or equity claim on the issuer.
In 2020, the Central Bank of
Nigeria, CBN, directed financial
service providers to halt
cryptocurrency transactions.
But, in its new regulations,
SEC said that the registration

of “the offering and sale
of digital tokens that are
considered securities”.
It added that the rules shall
apply to all issuers seeking to
raise capital through digital
asset offerings.
According to the regulation,
digital asset actors include
digital
asset
offering
platforms, DAOPs, digital
asset custodians, DACs, virtual
assets service providers, VASPs,
and digital assets exchange,
DAX.
SEC said it would review
applications within 30 days
before determining whether
the digital asset proposed to be
offered constitutes a “security”.
“The commission may
reject any application for
registration of digital assets

if, in its opinion, the proposed
activity infringes public policy,
is injurious to investors or
violates any of the laws, rules
and regulations implemented
by the commission,” the
regulator added.
The regulation provides that
issuers may only raise funds
within a limit of N10 billion.
It, however, added that it
could adjust the ceiling from
time to time.
According
to
the
regulation, SEC said it would
accommodate digital assets
offering platform, DAOP
– an electronic platform
operated by a DAOP operator
for offering digital assets —
provided it tendered evidence
of a minimum paid-up capital
of N500 million and a current

fidelity bond covering at least
25 per cent of the minimum
paid-up capital.
Paid-up capital is the
amount of money a company
has received from shareholders
in exchange for shares of stock
while a fidelity bond is a type of
insurance that protects against
losses incurred by fraudulent
acts carried out by employees.
The regulation requires
applicants seeking to register
a DAOP to pay N100,000 for
the filing or application fee,
N300,000 for the processing
fee, N30 million for the
registration fee, and N100,000
for sponsored individuals.
SEC’s new rules could help
provide the needed regulatory
lucidity for the scope of a
digital asset or security.

Jaiz Bank Posts N1bn Net Profit In Q1’22
BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

Jaiz Bank Plc pulled up its
profit beyond the N1 billion
mark within the three-month
period, after recording doubledigit growths in incomes and
profitability in the first quarter.
Key extracts of the interim
report and accounts of Jaiz
Bank for the first quarter ended
March 31, 2022 showed that
gross income rose by 20.5 per
cent from N5.991 billion in first
quarter 2021 to N7.222 billion in
first quarter 2022.
Profit before tax leapt to N1.09
billion in the first quarter of 2022
as against N979.17 million in the
comparable period of 2021.
After taxes, net profit grew by
25.1 per cent to N1.041 billion
in the first quarter of 2022
compared with N832.3 million
in the first quarter of 2021.
Earnings per share thus
improved from 2.82 kobo to

3.01 kobo.
Jaiz Bank had during the
quarter marked its 10 years of
operations and growth, with a
reassurance to sustain growth
and impact more positively on
all stakeholders.
Jaiz Bank commenced
operations on January 6, 2012
with three branches in Abuja,
Kaduna and Kano.
The Managing Director of the
Bank, Hassan Usman, said that,
despite paying the huge costs
associated with pioneering,
the bank was able to break
even within the first three
years of operation, which was
unprecedented at the time.
According to him, from a
modest balance sheet size of
N12 billion in 2012, the Bank
closed the 2020 financial year
at N278 billion and grew all
other key performance indices
exponentially over the years.
He pointed out that through

its unique value proposition,
Jaiz Bank has, within a decade,
made remarkable impact in
empowering women, driving
financial
inclusion
and
supporting various strata of
businesses in the real sector of
the economy, agriculture, real
estate, construction, oil and gas
and general commerce, among
others.
He added that within the 10year period, the bank was rated
by the Islamic International
Rating Agency, IIRA, assigning
it an investment grade rating of
BBB and most recently, the bank
also got an upgrade from both
Agusto and GCR to BBB and BBB,
respectively, with stable outlook.
Besides, Fitch also did its first
rating of the bank and came out
at the same impressive level.
He said it was, therefore, not
surprising that the bank gained
international recognition as it
won the Most Improved Islamic

Bank award for 2020 and last
year consecutively from the
Global Islamic Finance Awards,
GIFA, among other accolades.
“The journey was much like a
roller coaster – you experience
some degree of fear at the onset,
but subsequently excitement
takes over when the carriage
takes off and you feel that
euphoria of defying the odds
of gravity. After the take-off,
momentum is gradually gathered
and stopping the coaster becomes
not an option, the wisest thing
to do is making every jerk and
movement worthwhile and
impactful. That was what we did,
we lived every moment, learning
from each mistake, supporting
our customers through thick and
thin while pressing on – despite
the absence of essential noninterest banking enablers – to
pioneer a nascent sub-sector that
is now bourgeoning with players
and accolades.

Digital Currency:
IMF Calls For New
Payment System
The Managing Director
of the International
Monetary Fund, IMF,
Kristalina
Georgieva,
has called for the
development of a new
public infrastructure to
connect various payment
systems, including digital
currencies.
She added that countries
need to work together to
build new ‘roads, railways,
bridges, and tunnels’
– using public digital
platforms to connect
payment systems.
Georgieva
said
this in a report on
the
IMF’s
website,
themed
“Confronting
Fragmentation:
How
to
Modernise
the
International
Payment
System”.
According to her, the
new payment system
would help counter the
fragmentation of the
international monetary
system.
“It would be a new way
of connecting people,
markets, and economies in
the digital world,” she said.
She said this would make
international payments
more efficient, safer, and
more inclusive.
“Crucially, it would reduce
the risk of fragmentation.
That is a tall order, but not
an insurmountable one.
Scaling this mountain is
well worth it. And for that,
our Swiss friends again can
be our guides – with their
history of cooperation
and, quite literally, their
mountaineering expertise,”
she added.
The IMF said the
world must think like a
mountaineer by using
state-of-the-art equipment,
adapting to the existing
terrain, and “relying on our
team”.
The Bretton Woods
institution
said
the
platform must connect
various forms of money
countries will use and
legally support.
“That
includes
commercial bank deposits,
but potentially also central
bank digital currencies,
and even some stablecoin
arrangements — if they
are well-designed and
regulated.
“Such a platform is
especially
important
for economies with less
advanced payment systems.
By embracing diverse forms
of money, we can make
payments work for all
people, in all countries,” it
added.
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Prices Of Commodities Rise At
Alarming Rate In Niger
FROM SAMSON ALFA, MINNA

The upsurge in prices of
commodities in Minna,
the Niger State capital, and
its environs is making life
unbearable to the people in
recent times, AljazirahNigeria
can authoritatively report.
The prices of commodities,
particularly food items and
other essential goods, have
increased
astronomically
beyond the reach of the masses,
making it very difficult for some
households to be able to afford
three square meals daily.
AljazirahNigeria reports
that the increase in prices of
commodities might not be
unconnected to the economic
crisis in the country, but can also
be attributed to the behavioral
attitudes of marketers who
increase prices of commodities
at random.
Reports added that, despite
the general inflation people
have been battling with,
prices of items have suddenly
risen, affecting all facets of
the economy as a result of the
disconnection of electricity
supply by the Abuja Electricity
Distribution Company, AEDC,

at the Chanchaga Water Works.
The disconnection, no doubt,
has caused residents to witness
sudden increase in some
essential commodities. For
instance, due to water scarcity,
water vendors are making brisk
business, as a truck of wheel
barrow, containing 10 jerry
cans, which was sold at N250,
is now sold at N500; a bag of
sachet water, which was sold
at N100 or N120, has also been
increased to N200 or N250,
while in Bida, a bag of sachet
water is sold at N90 or N100,
respectively.
Food stuffs were also not
left out, as a bag of local rice
containing 75 mudus is sold at
between N45,000 and N56,000,
depending on the varieties; a
mudu is between N750 and
N800, while the price of a bag
of foreign rice is N34,000, with
a mudu sold at N1,200.
Also at the Minna Central
Market, a mudu of maize is sold
at N350 or N400 instead of N80
or N100 per mudu, while a bag
is now N20,000 as against the
N12,000, a basket of tomatoes
is now N14,000 instead of the
usual N7,000.
A bag of semovita is sold at

N5,500 against the former price
of N3,500 with onions sold at
N20,000 per sack instead of the
usual N15,000.
A basket of pepper which
sold at N14,000 now sells at
N20,000; 25 litres of red oil
is now N23,000 against the
former price of N21,000.
AljazirahNigeria
correspondent sought to know
why prices of these commodities
have not been stable particularly
in Minna.
Alhaji Abubakar, who trades
at Tunga Market, said that the
high cost of the commodities
started when the Federal
Government ordered that
the borders be closed so as to
encourage the consumption of
Nigerian goods.
“But instead of making things
better, it worsened the plight of
Nigerians,” he said.
AljazirahNigeria
also
gathered that the sudden
increase of the commodities
can also be attributed to the
recent bad fuel incidence in the
country which has increased
the pump price of fuel from
N165 to between N180 and
N200 per litre in Minna, except
for the Nigerian National

Petroleum Corporation Plc,
NNPC, filling stations which
sell at the approved price of
N165, even though they were
recently accused of diverting the
available fuel to black marketers.
This has, no doubt, affected
transportation fares within
Minna and interstate by 50 per
cent.
From Minna to Bida, for
instance, that was N600 or N700
is now N1,200 per passenger,
while Minna to Abuja is now
N2,000 as against N1,500.
While Minna to Ilorin in
Kwara State is N4,000 instead
of N3,000, Minna to Lagos is
now N6,000 as against N4,000
charged as transport fare.
Operators of Keke Napep,
the only commercial transport
that is officially recognised
by the state government
in the metropolis, are also
making brisk business as from
Chanchaga to Minna now costs a
passenger N80 or N100 instead
of the usual N50 from Mobil
Roundabout, while N30 for
short distance is now N50.
Meanwhile, the operators
of commercial motorcycles
have been grumbling that the
government has stopped their

services, accusing them of being
threats to insecurity in the state.
Some of the commercial
motorcycle operators who are
still going about their business,
despite the government’s
warnings, said that they have
no other business to fall back
on as they have families and
dependents they carter for.
Abdullahi Bawa, a commercial
cyclist, faulted the government
for enforcing the law that
banned their operations,
using security agents to arrest
some of their members,
confiscating their motorcycles
– even when they complied
with government’s order by not
plying the major roads in the
town.
“As I am talking to you, some
of our members are out of the
job, as security agents (have)
confiscated their motorcycles.
My surprise is that we, the
masses, elected them; but at the
end, we pay to our detriment,”
Bawa lamented.
AljazirahNigeria reports
that, in spite of government’s
efforts in combatting crime in
the state capital, residents in
Minna are still experiencing
criminal activities.

AfCFTA: Stakeholders In Insurance Seeks SSpeedy Implementation
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

President of the Africa
Insurance Organisation, AIO,
Tope Smart, has said that the
organisation would advocate
for the integration of African
insurance industry in the
implementation of Africa
Continental Free Trade Area,
AfCFTA.
Smart said this in a
statement made available
issued in Abuja, noted that
AfCFTA is set to become the
world’s largest free trade area
in respect of the number of
participating countries.
“AfCFTA is one of the
flagship projects of the African
Union’s 2063 Agenda, tagged:
‘The Africa We Want’. We
believe that AfCFTA could play
a significant role in improving
insurance services through
liberalisation (eliminating
non-tariff barriers and
refraining from introducing
new ones) and integration,”
he said.
Smart said that the
governments
were
increasingly using insurance
to achieve public policy
objectives and AIO, through
its advocacy role, seeking to
advance the policy interests
of the Africa’s insurance
industry.
He said the move would
create conducive and enabling

Smart

environment for insurance in
Africa to thrive.
Smart
said
African
insurance, excluding South
Africa industry, still suffered
from very low insurance
penetration rates, when
compared to global rates, with
an average of less than 2 per
cent.
He said this indicated
the weaknesses of Africa

insurance industry and on the
other hand, the vast potential
yet to be exploited.
“According to a 2018 Lloyd’s
Publication, even one per
cent increase in insurance
penetration will reduce the
disaster recovery burden on
developing countries by 22
per cent.
“We believe it is our
mission to improve insurance

penetration via solutions that
improve access to insurance,
the reputation of the African
insurance industry and
insurance awareness in
Africa,” he said
Smart urged the insurance
market operators to scale up
their advocacy initiative by
collaborating with various
organs of government,
to advance the course

of insurance to increase
penetration.
He noted that activities
had been lined up to mark
the AIO’s 50th anniversary
alongside its 48th Conference
and Annual General Assembly
in Nairobi, Kenya.
“I appeal to AIO members
to come out in their numbers
and give their flagship event
its merited grandeur.

Nigerian Startup
Lifts Africa’s
Automotive Industry
With $2.15m
The automotive industry in
Africa has received a major
boost with the entry of
Mecho Autotech, a Nigerian
startup which closed a $2.15
million seed fund to grow the
sector.
Expectedly, the foremost
high-tech
automobile
company launched “Mecho
Retail App,” a digital
platform that seeks to
revolutionise the process
of vehicle maintenance and
repairs nationwide. This is
in a bid to provide Nigerians,
including businesses, with
access to affordable highquality automobile services
to
improve
economic
productivity.
The strategic launch of
the digital platform aims
to leverage the usage of
technological automation
to offer both individuals
and businesses seamless
vehicular
maintenance
and repair solutions. This
is in a bid to champion the
formalisation of the highlyfragmented Nigerian vehicle
maintenance
ecosystem
through
connecting
businesses to qualified
in-house and third-party
mechanics
while
also
contributing to the socioeconomic development of
the Nigerian economy.
Commenting on the
launch of the digital
platform, Olusegun Owoade,
the Chief Executive Officer
of Mecho Autotech, noted
that the recent development
reinforces the company’s
commitment to ensure
Nigerians have access to
easy, affordable, and highquality vehicle maintenance
services.
“As an organisation
focused on delivering
unbeatable vehicle-related
services, we have come
to realise that Nigeria is a
predominantly huge market
for fairly-used vehicles while
vehicular transportation
remains our predominant
mode of transportation
nationwide. As such we
decided to build a viable
te ch nolo g ic a l l y - d r i ve n
solution that cuts across
vehicle inspection, vehicle
maintenance and repairs,
and auto-parts sales for all
kinds of vehicles. This will
help Nigerian businesses,
including individuals, to
maintain their profitability
and productivity levels while
also elongating the lifespan
of their vehicles,” he said.
Mecho Autotech is a
Y
Combinator-backed
startup that connects car
owners to quality repair and
maintenance providers at
an affordable cost through a
digitalised platform.
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From left: Special Assistant to the President on Political Matters, Dr Bappa Yola; member of The Progressive People (TPP) Pro-Osinbajo’s Group, Sen. Mohammed Bulkachawa; and the Director-General of TPP, Sen.
Kabir Gaya, during the news conference on the chances and support for Vice President Osinbajo’s 2023 Presidential ambition, at the TPP Secretariat in Abuja recently. Hogan Bassey/NAN

2023: Three Aspirants Jostle For NNPP’s Presidential Ticket – Founder
New Nigeria Peoples Party, NNPP, says so far,
three aspirants have indicated intention to vie for
its ticket to contest for the nation’s presidency in
the 2023 general elections.
Dr Boniface Aniebonam, pioneer National
Chairman and founder of the party, disclosed this
in an interview with the News Agency of Nigeria
yesterday in Lagos.
Aniebonam, who noted that the future of the
party was bright with top politicians coming
into the fold, singled out former Kano governor,
Rabiu Kwankwaso as one of the big wigs that
had attracted a mass of good will for the political
group.
According to him, the popularity of the NNPP
has continued to spread in the north and the
south as it moves to provide a strong leadership
that will create a new Nigeria in 2023.
“NNPP is open for any Nigerian man that has
divine calling to lead Nigeria at this critical point.
Once it is within the time frame, the door is open.
“At least three persons have shown intention
to contest the presidency on the platform of the
NNPP. I have seen their posters. One is from the
North, one from the South-East and another
from the South-West. We expect more”.
Aniebonam said that the party was available
for credible aspirants whose dream was to create
a new Nigeria.

Explaining why the party was gaining
more ground in the north than in the South,
Aniebonam said that politics was “a kind of
industry better understood in the north”, adding,
however, that the party had also been spreading
in southern Nigeria.
He said that the party had been creating
awareness and was ready to popularise its ideals
everywhere.

“Within these two months, we have
conducted congress elections from the ward,
local government, and state to national levels
throughout the federation.
“NNPP is not a party of yesterday, it is a party
that has been growing gradually. The gale of
defections into its fold gave it a boost. We are in
all parts of the federation. We are coming and will
be there”, he declared.

Aniebonam said that the NNPP had been
making waves in some parts of the South-west,
South-east and South-south, saying that the
party would soon roll out its campaign strategy.
On how the NNPP intended to get credible
candidates to fly the party’s tickets in 2023,
Aniebonam said that there would be investigative
procedures that would look at aspirants’ track
record of integrity, capacity and experience.

2023: Hayatudeen Unveils 5-point Agenda For Development
Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, presidential
aspirant, Mr Mohammed Hayatudeen,
has unveiled a five-point agenda for the
development of the country
Hayatudeen said this when he met with the
PDP stakeholders and delegates from Sokoto
and Zamfara on Thursday in Sokoto.
He canvassed for their support and votes
at the forthcoming PDP primary election.
The aspirant said that the five-point
agenda included tackling unemployment
through enhancing investment, industrial
development and harnessing the nation’s
resources.
He named the rest to include meaningful

educational development, healthcare
policies, improving national image to
attract investments and ensuring maximum
security.
Hayatudeen described himself as a
mechanic of Nigeria’s challenges, saying
that he had been involved over years in
development of different sectors.
”Time has come to actualise the
technicalities in transforming and
remodeling economic and social sectors for
improving the wellbeing of Nigerians.
”I called on party loyalists and Nigerians
at large to support our dreams for better
Nigeria”, Hayatudeen said.

Earlier, the State Deputy PDP Chairman,
Alhaji Zaki Bishiri, described the aspirant
as an astute economist with the capacity of
addressing the nation’s challenges.
Bishiri assured him of delegates’ support
at the party’s primary election.
Also speaking, the Zamfara PDP Secretary,
Prof. Kabir Sama’ila, said Hayatudeen was
among the few Nigerians with capabilities to
reshape the country and harness its potential.
Hayatudeen’s Campaign Director, Sen. Isa
Galaudu, urged delegates and Nigerians to
support the aspirant based on his records
of achievements and interest for Nigeria’s
development.
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Presidential Race: Bala Muhammed
Promises To Rebrand Nigeria
Bauchi State Governor, Bala Muhammad, says
his administration will rebrand Nigeria and give
power to the periphery, if elected as president
in 2023 elections.
Muhammad announced the plan in Kaduna
last week while interacting with the Peoples
Democratic Party, PDP, delegates, seeking
their support in the coming 2023 presidential
primary elections.
“I am passionate about this state because
it is the centre of our political growth and
development in the North, the headquarters
of the northern region; Kaduna accommodates
everybody and is a symbol of diversity.
“I worked in different ministries, departments
and agencies which gave me the opportunity
to intermingle with people from all parts of
the country and understand the diversity, the
enormous challenges in the country”, he said.
He said his wealth of experience in public
service made him a better candidate as he had
good antecedent through the position he held in
the past and also as a serving governor.
Muhammad stated that he had deployed
competence, knowledge and understanding
of the country to form a government of unity
while serving as a minister in the Federal Capital
Territory.
According to him, critical sectors such as
education, health, water supply, security and
infrastructure were improved in FCT during
his reign as the minister.
“Later I joined the legislature where I met
people like Sen. Ahmed Makarfi and others. It
was a training ground for me and I learnt a lot
from him.
“In Bauchi, we did a lot with little resources.
But we made sure labour had dignity, paid
pension and gratuity. We were using knowledge
and experience, not what we have in the
treasury”.
The presidential aspirant added that his
administration built over 4,000 classrooms to
increase enrollment, 400 functioning primary
health care centers and constructed 500
kilometers of roads in three years.
He explained that his administration had
executed a water project inherited, which would
produce the water needs of Bauchi in the next
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Why I Quit Tinubu’s
Presidential Campaign
- Jibrin
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Muhammed

50 years.
He said vigilantes were engaged in ensuring
peace and security in the state.
He noted that he would bring knowledge,
good governance and patriotism to the system
and would ensure that resources were evenly

distributed across the country without nepotism
and favour.
Also, Sen. Makarfi said Muhammed was one
of the candidates he respected, adding that he
was reliable and capable of taking Nigeria to the
Promise Land.

Ogun Guber: IPAC Urges APC To Ignore Petition Against Abiodun
As the ruling All Progressives Congress, APC,
begins screening of political aspirants, the
Ogun State Chapter of the Inter-Party Advisory
Council, IPAC, has reacted to a petition sent to
the National Chairman of the party, Senator
Abdullahi Adamu, by one Ayodele Oludiran,
which called for the disqualification of Governor
Dapo Abiodun from contesting the 2023
election.
The group, while describing the petition as
spurious and worthless, urged Adamu and
the APC leadership to ignore such a petition,
saying this is a political season where all manner
of strategies would be deployed to nullify the
candidacy of leading political figures.
Some loyalists of the governor had earlier
alleged that the so-called Oludiran, is being
sponsored by the immediate past governor of
the state, Senator Ibikunle Amosun.
Speaking at a press conference in Abeokuta,
weekend, the State’s IPAC Chairman, Comrade
Samson Okusanya, accused Amosun and some
political gladiators of sponsoring Oludiran
to blackmail and malign the governor, in an
attempt to stop him from contesting for second
term.
Okusanya urged the national leadership of the
APC to disregard the “rantings of the drowning
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politicians and power maniacs”.
Urging the APC to jettison the petition,
IPAC said that the council is ready to resist any
attempt by the former governor and his cohorts
to disqualify Abiodun’s second term bid.
The IPAC’s chairman also explained that
the group will not allow itself to be part of any
plan by Amosun To Disqualify Abiodun From
Contesting the 2023 Polls
Calling on Ogun people to support Abiodun
for tenure, the IPAC leadership insisted
that Abiodun has completed many projects
abandoned by Amosun and he is still putting in
place, laudable projects in the state.
The letter to the APC reads: “Our attention
has been drawn to the petition written and
signed by one Ayodele Oludiran on behalf of
a group seeking the disqualification of Prince
Dapo Abiodun MFR, the Executive Governor of
Ogun State. To our consternation, we found out
that the petition is spurious, not genuine and
a calculated attempt to disparage the person of
the Governor.
“Your Excellency Sir, with the petitioner
ranting all through his epistle, it is made clear
that Ayodele Oludiran, substantially lacks the
capacity to correctly understand the complexities
in rational thinking, needed to be a responsible

public commentator. We also discovered that
the very long, but embarrassingly empty epistle
of calumny, written by Ayodele Oludiran, has
definitely marked him out as a very worthless
addition to the human race.
“We urge the National leadership of the ruling
Party to disregard the rantings of the drowning
politicians and power maniacs, by jettisoning
the petition as it’s an attempt to make the
state ungovernable by the former Governor
and ultimately, turn Ogun State to a war zone
because his 8 years were wasted administration,
which was characterised by looting and award
of contract to pseudo contractors, diversion
of bailout fund has become a thing of the past
under the transparent administration of Prince
Dapo Abiodun.
“Definitely, the fifth columnist, who is hiding
behind their fingers to truncate the development
of Ogun State through all means including the
latest attempt through the spurious petition
shall be put to shame. These set of people who
have mismanaged the resources of the State,
while at the helm of affairs (2011 to 2019) in
the State through so many fraudulent white
elephant projects are today the mantrach/
Epitome of “We shall do all things plunged the
State into huge debts.

Former Director General of Bola
Tinubu Campaign Organisation, Hon.
Abdulmumin Jibrin, has explained
why he left the ruling All Progressives
Congress, APC, and the presidential
campaign of the ex-governor of Lagos
State, Asiwaju Bola Tinubu.
Jibrin, in a statement at the weekend
said he had no choice but to quit
Tinubu’s presidential campaign after
his exit from the APC to join the New
Nigeria People Party, NNPP.
He, however, reiterated that he had no
issues with Tinubu but with Governor
Abdullahi Ganduje of Kano State.
In a statement titled, ‘Why I left the
APC’, the ex-lawmaker said his political
life had been miserable in the last seven
years due to the overbearing nature of
the party’s leaders in his home state in
Kano.
“In my twenty-three years of
postgraduate experience, the last seven
years were my most unremarkable,
so much so that my long-established
career almost reached a point of utter
implosion…”
He stressed that, “However, my exit
from the APC means I’ve ceased to be
involved in the presidential campaign of
Alhaji Bola Ahmed Tinubu. The fact is,
no individual can be a significant minus
in Asiwaju’s campaign. The campaign is
armor-built and designed to excel even
without me. Based on the passion and
dedication of the team invested in his
aspiration, not even Asiwaju can stop
his campaign let alone an Abdulmumin
Jibrin.
“I want to appeal to the public to avoid
overestimating my relevance to the team
and stop the rumour and creating all
sorts of theories around this matter. I
have my value but it will not take away
anything from the menu I saw on the
BAT campaign table.
“For the avoidance of doubt, let me
clarify that I have no problem whatsoever
with Asiwaju. We have never for once had
issues. My problems were local and all
politics are local. Asiwaju took a sincere
interest in me and gave me the free hand
to participate in his project, and my exit
from the party doesn’t erase my respect
for him and belief in his capacity and
vision to redeem the fortunes of Nigeria.
“Asiwaju did his best to intervene to
prevent my exit from the party. Not
because it would affect his campaign in
any way but for the genuine likeness he
has for me. Unfortunately, wherever this
man after my career functions, I feel a
sense of obligation to flee for my political
safety.
“It’s one toxicity I’m no longer
prepared to endure, and I do want
to use this opportunity to apologize
to the entire BAT family across the
country for whatever embarrassment
or inconvenience my sudden exit from
the APC must’ve caused”
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APC Fixes May 23 For Screening
Of Presidential Aspirants
All Progressives Congress, APC, has fixed May 23
for the screening of its presidential aspirants for
the 2023 General Elections.
Alhaji Suleiman Arugugun, the APC National
Organising Secretary,said this last Saturday in
Abuja when he fielded reporters’ questions shortly
after the inauguration of chairmen and secretaries
of the party’s screening committees for House
of Representatives, Senate and governorship
aspirants.
The party’s special convention for the
presidential primaries would be held from May
30 to June 1.
“The screening for the presidential aspirants,
we have so far 28 presidential aspirants and as
you are all aware, some aspirants have started
withdrawing their aspirations.
“And by God’s grace on May 23, those that are
left for the screening proper, will be screened”,
Arugugun said.
NAN reports that the committees’ chairmen
and secretaries were inaugurated by Sen.
Abubakar Kyari, APC Deputy National Chairman
North, on behalf of the National Chairman, Sen.
Abdullahi Adamu.
Speaking at the ceremony, Kyari, said that
a total of 145 governorship aspirants would
be screened by three panels while 351 senate
aspirants would be screened by four panels for
the party’s 2023 ticket.
He said that a total of 1,197 House of
Representatives aspirants would also be screened
by 10 panels.
“We have a very strong party, we have a big
party, and we are committed to deliver the right
candidates for the forthcoming 2023 general
elections.
“We have no doubt that the distinguished ladies
and gentlemen assembled here will do just that.
“I wouldn’t want to go into details because we
all know ourselves, and we have tried to engage
you in a manner that you will also bring your
experience to the fore”, he said.
While acknowledging that there was a long
huddle ahead of the committees, Kyari appealed
to the members to be patient and to ensure proper
screening of aspirants to ensure that the best
candidates emerged at the end.
He added that the party had been very
fortunate because it had produced the best
aspirants ahead of 2023 general elections.
“And also almost two thirds of the House of
Representatives”, he said.
He welcomed members of the committees,
saying that they had freehand to do what was
required of them and would always be supported

Osinbajo

Tinubu

by the party’s National Working Committee
,NWC, when necessary.
Reports have it that the APC had fixed its
governorship primaries for May 20, House of
Assembly, May 22, House of Representatives May
24, and Senate May 25.
The list of presidential aspirants that
submitted their nomination forms includes:
Vice President Yemi Osinbajo and Asiwaju Bola
Tinubu, a former two-term Lagos State Governor
and APC national leader.
Others were former Minister of
Transportation, Rotimi Amaechi, former
Minister of Niger Delta Development, Sen.
Godswill Akpabio, and former Minister of
Science, Technology and Innovation, Dr
Ogbonnaya Onu.
Former Gov. Rochas Okorocha of Imo and
former Gov. Ibikunle Amosu of Osun, Pastor
Tunde Bakare, Gov. Ben Ayade of Cross River
and Gov. Dave Umahi of Ebonyi also submitted
their forms.
Chairman, Nigeria Governor Forum ,NGF, and

Gov. Kayode Fayemi of Ekiti, Minister of State,
Education, Emeka Nwajiuba, former President of
the Senate, Sen. Ken Nnamani and Gov. Yahaya
Bello of Kogi also submitted their forms.
Gov. Mohammed Abubakar of Jigawa and
former Zamfara Governor, Sen. Ahmed Yerima
also submitted their forms.
Also on the list of presidential aspirants
that returned their forms are the only female
aspirant, Mrs Uju Kennedy-Ohanenye, Pastor
Nicholas Nwagbo, former Speaker of House
Representative Dimeji Bankole, and President
of the Senate, Dr Ahmed Lawal.
African Development Bank ,AfDB, Managing
Director, Akinwumi Adesina, former Minister of
State, Petroleum, Chief Timipre Sylva, former
Minister of Information, Chief Ikeobasi Mokelu
and Mr Tein-Jack Rich also submitted their forms
among others.
Meanwhile the party had begun the
screening of the House of Representatives and
governorship aspirants at designated hotels in
Abuja.

2023: Don’t Use Free Nomination Forms To Kill Women’s Ambitions, Aisha Buhari Tells APC Leaders
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Wife of President Mrs Aisha Buhari, has appealed
to the ruling All Progressives Congress, APC, not
to allow women in the party to be robbed of their
political aspirations due to free nomination forms.
The First Lady made the appeal on Saturday
during the Female APC Aspirants’ Summit,
organised by the Office of the Women Leader of
the ruling party, Bete Edu, with support from the
International Republican Institute, IRI, in Abuja,
at the State House Conference Center.
She reacted to complaints by women aspirants,
who had on many occasions alleged being
pressured to step down and give way to their male
counterparts ahead of the 2023 elections.
The summit was to ensure the women come
together, get educated, enlightened and equipped
to ensure their victory at the 2023 forthcoming
elections.
Recall that the party declared free nomination
forms for female aspirants who intend to contest

for any political position.
According to her, she doesn’t believe in free gifts
but expressed confidence that the party will not
relegate women to the background.
“I stand before you today as a mother, as a
leader, as a sister, believing that today’s summit
will make a difference in our lives as women and
mothers of the nation.
“To the chairman of our party, governors,
and party executives, I commend your efforts
in supporting women over the years. However,
I would like to draw your attention that it is now
time to believe in women more and show more
solidarity with them.
“Distinguished guests, it is important to
mention the efforts made by our great party
towards promoting women’s participation in
politics. I appreciate and commend the recent
party’s gesture in offering free nomination forms
to female aspirants”.
The wife of the Vice-President, Dolapo Osinbajo,
on her part, expressed confidence that the women

are coming and won’t be stopped from getting a
space at the table.
“There’s a question I’ve been asking and I’m
still waiting for someone to give me a satisfactory
answer. When you go to the hospital to have a
child, whether the child is a boy or girl, we pay
the same hospital fees. Is there anybody here that
has paid higher school fees for boys and for girls?
Is there anybody that paid a bus fare? Airplane
tickets, train fair? Did you pay more or less because
you’re a woman or a man? Do we pay the same
thing? Get ready; get ready, because it’s time for
us to take our seats at the table”.
“And as the representative of the national
chairman said, we must follow through. You must
go all the way to victory. Because when you sit at
the table, you’re there to fight to ensure that it is
well with the girls or the women. You’re there to
fight for your mothers, your grandmothers, your
daughters, your sisters, your aunties, your nieces,
you’re also there to fight for your fathers and your
sons and your brothers”, she said.
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Ganduje Applauds
Screening Committee
Over Orderliness
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Kano State Governor Abdullahi Ganduje who
is aspiring to represent Kano North Senatorial
District in the national assembly has expressed
satisfaction over the process of screening
aspirants
Ganduje while speaking to journalists in Abuja
immediately after he was screened during the
weekend said the place is very congested but
right inside it is orderly. “I think the procedure
is fantastic following the rules and regulations”.
The Kano governor said he is going to the
senate to make an impact in making the laws of
the country that will affect Nigerians positively.
“Me being a deputy governor for eight years
and governor by then it would be eight years
and going to the senate that is the other arm
of government which is making laws and
regulations of the governance of this country,
I will be there to make an impact in making the
laws of this country”.
Speaking on how he intends to bring about
synergy between the legislature and the
executive, he said “There is actually a good
working relationship between the executive and
the legislature but we would make the executives
understand the processes of the legislature so
that the working relationship will be improved.
“So, In my own case after being a governor
for eight years, if I become the Senator I will
inversely understand and be able to supervise
the executive as well and contribute to the laws
because I have the practical experience of what
is happening in life and what is happening in
governance”, he said.

I will Win
Presidential Ticket,
Says Fayemi
Chairman of Nigeria Governors’ Forum, NGF,
and Ekiti State Gov, Dr. Kayode Fayemi, on
Thursday expressed confidence of winning the All
Progressive Congress, APC, Presidential Primary
Election and emerging the party’s flag bearer for
the 2023 presidential election.
Fayemi, who made the declaration during
his presidential campaign tour in Maiduguri,
said that he was not opposed to allowing all
presidential aspirants from across the country to
vie for the APC ticket, pointing out that there are
competent Nigerians in all parts of the country.
The governor said he knew the nooks and
crannies of the country and had served APC
faithfully, and believes that the majority of the
party delegates will vote for him to emerge the
party’s flag bearer.
“I’m very confident of winning, I’m very
comfortable in the APC, I’m a foundation member
of the APC and I know the nooks and crannies of
this country.
“I have served the APC faithfully, I was the first
Chairman of the Progressives Governors Forum
and in that capacity, I served all my colleagues
that were members of the Governors Forum then.
“Now that I’m the Chairman of the entire
Nigeria Governors Forum, I have also gained the
trust and confidence of all Governors in ensuring
that I defend, protect and promote Nigeria in all
spheres.
“This job that I seek is about improving the
condition of the ordinary Nigerians and it’s an
opportunity to build on the gains of President
Muhammadu Buhari’s administration and also
to address the gaps”, Fayemi said.
On the clamour by some of the APC leaders to
zone the presidency to the south, Fayemi warned
that competence must not be sacrificed on the
altar of zoning, but want every part of the country
to have a sense of belonging in governance.
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We are critically looking at those that have
offered themselves to lead our nation. Last week
witnessed lots of drama in the political scene
ranging from proxy form purchases, rejection
of the form and eventual acceptance of the said
form. As a country, I am sure we have not seen
this high number of aspirants in the two major
political parties with each of the parties being
cleverer by half about the zoning agenda.
While having a tete-a-tete with a friend from
the southern part, he said it was all decoy from
the beginning that the ruling elites are not sincere
about their call for the South-east, as we all see
the whole zoning agenda as mere sloganeering.
None of them devise means to ensure that the
political parties adhere to the zoning agenda.
Our ruling class has lots of Ziggy to deceive the
rules.
We have had conversation on the zoning
agenda before now, so we won’t belaboring
ourselves again with it but make inference
from the whole agenda and what is at stake for
us all as a nation come 2023. We all see the 15
aspirants of the PDP, and 25 of the APC jostling
to lead the country. The numbers are huge; it is
the period that parties harvest so much money.
Who among them will survive it? Who among
them are we looking up to, to lead the country at
times like this? Who has what it takes to build a
support base across the country. These and many
more factors were taken into consideration while
trimming down to top three contenders in the
PDP even though not sacrosanct because of the
idea of consensus by both parties.
Going by what we see around and seriousness
to the agenda, we can separate three aspirants
from the rest in the PDP. They are Governor
Nyeson Wike, Senator Bukola Saraki, Alhaji Atiku
Abubakar and Peter Obi. The first two are crisis
solvers, and strong pillars of the party. While
most people abandoned the party Wike stand in
which is what still keeps the party till now, his
reach in the North and popularity among his
fellow Governors is what one needs to look out
for as it has major role to play in getting delegates,
Saraki played his role in reconciling the aggrieved
members and beyond all with the reviewed
Electoral Act of 84(8), his former colleagues are
expected to rally round him because he carried
majority along as President of the Senate. One
expects the North Central to rally round him
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based on their recent agitation which means that
his chances are bright. Atiku Abubakar once said
he has 11million votes, but one wonders whether
they will be intact for him as the gang up within
the party is high, even though he has reached
to delegates. Will the Governors trust him with
delegates? Have party stakeholders forgiven
him for abandoning the party. Don’t forget he
was our former Vice-President and has been
junketing from one party to another. This might
be his last chance, so he is expected to put all he
has to ensure he gets it. Another one to watch
out for truly meeting up zoning to the Southeast is Peter Obi. He has what it takes to lead and

has been moving around meeting delegates, will
they trust him with power despite his wealth of
experience?
Nigerians expect the best from the opposition
PDP and patiently want a rancour-free party
convention while we look out for the three
mentioned.
The ruling party has high profile people
running for the same office and I wonder how
they will manage the fall out of the process. We
saw the drama of former President, Goodluck
Jonathan, who rejected the form, and suddenly
resurfaced to accept it. It was rumored that two
governors from the North provided the said
money and the agenda for him to do one term
and power returns to the North. Can this fly with
the party leadership? Will the Mr President fold
his hands and not make input on who succeeds
him? And what did GEJ even forget in the Villa,
one touted as clueless turned messiah? Hurdles
to cross are many ahead.
What is for real is, unlike the PDP, APC
aspirant’s categorization will be based on their
reach and support-base with the Northern
hegemony. Some of the aspirants have strong
reach to the North, and we will take our next
edition of conversation to mention them and
their strength in the North. Their relationship
doesn’t just start today but dates back decades.
Time will tell as events unfold in the days ahead.
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